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STARK CONTRAST — firemen with Calloway County fire-Rescue Squad cast a stark contrast against the
background of the burning home of Mr. and Mrs, Leland Elkins of Almo Wednesday evening. The early evening
blaze completely destroyed the two story house in "old" Almo. The fire was one of three alarms the county fire -
rescue squad responded to Wednesday evening. A blaze earlier burned much of a mobile home belonging to Mike
Grogan at Midway. The Almo blaze started in the upper portion of the home. Nothing was saved from the strin
lure. - staff Photo try towee Akio,
Alm° Home Gutted
In Blaze Last Night
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
fought back-to-back fires early Wed-
nesday evening, one that completely
destroyed a house in Almo and another
that partially gutted a mobile home in
the Midway community.
A fire at about 7:20 p.m. Wednesday
destroyed the Almo residence of Mr.
and Mrs. Leland Elkins. Some 16
volunteers with the county fire-rescue
squad rushed to the scene from the
mobile home blaze at Midway, but were
unable to contain it: The Mae Grogan
family lived in the mobile home at
Midway, a fire department spokesman
said.
A fire department spokesman said
Elkins told him the fire may have
started in a heater in the upstairs of the
two story home.
On .,the scene Wednesday evening,
Elkins said he discovered the blaze
*ben he heard a -."loud pop" in the
upstairs portion of the house. He said he
walked up the stairs to investigate,
attempted to open a door leading to the
second floor, but was pushed back by
the smoke. Elkins said he and his wife
rushed from the house. Persons living
nearby called the fire-rescue squad.
The fire department spokesman said
the Midway fire occured about 5:30
p.m. Cause of the blaze is unknown. The
fire gutted the entire rear portion of the
mobile home, located in Midway
Trailer Park at Midway.
Sixteen volunteers with the fire-'
rescue squad worked over three hours
on the fire in Almo, cooling it down, and
preventing it from spreading LO ad-
jacent houses.
The heat from the blaze was so
marked at one point that an adjacent
home literally "steamed" as firemen
with dropping warei "Preliatift-at one
point. Almo is on the Dexter-Almo
Water bistrict.
Mr. and Mrs. Elkins, both in their
70's, lived alone in the house. Nothing-
was saved from the home before it
burned.
Persons living in Ahno estintated the
house to be over 40 years old. "It's been
here as long as I can remember and I'm
It,: one man said.
inside today
One Section — 14 Pages
The fire-rescue squad about 3:15 a.m.
today responded to a chimney fire on
KY 1551 but the fire department said
the blaze was out on arrival.
 Firemen Tuesday evening ex-
lingukbed-a blaze at the Cherry Corner
home of Truman Bean about 7:45 p.m
The department spokesman said the
blaze apparentISf started in the kitchen
of the house. The home sustained
smoke and water damage and was
contained to the kitchen area.
Many bills before the Senate Education Committee are
being described as housecleaning measures but some may
generate controversy anyway. For details, see the story on
Page 11.
The Panama Canal Treaties have created quite a con-
troversy across the nation as President Carter pushes for
their ratification. Kirksey resident, Brown Tucker, who has
served with the military in- the Canal Zone, gives his
argument against ratification in an Open Forum article on








mixed with freezing rain and
sleet today and tonight. Snow
accumulating two to four inches
by Friday morning. Highs today
in the upper 20s to low 30s. Lows
tonight in the mid 20s
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Addle Stokley has proposed a new
system for obtaining professional
services which is patterned after the
merit system of employment.
Mrs. Stokley's proposal would
replace the current system with one
involving a register for professionals
seeking contracts and a "proof of
necessity" requirement before a pact
could be approved by a proposed
Professional Employment Corn-
mission.
"My concern is that might be doing
the same thing under a different title,"
Clarke said in an interview. In addition,
"there apparently is some feeling in the
executive branch we are encroaching
on their territory "




were scheduled to appear before _a__
Kentucky legislative panel today to try
to resolve differences on proposed
changes in the state's personal service -
contract system--
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
chairman of the itinareppropriationa 
on and Revenue Committee, asked the,,
House floor Wednesday that a person/if
service contract bill already approved
by his panel be returned to the com-
mittee to allow consideration of the
administration's plan.
House Bill 110, co-sponsored by
Clarke and Rep. Art Schmidt, R-Cold
Spring, would establish a permanent
legislative subcommittee to review
state contracts awarded for personal
services without public bidding.
The panel would be the legislative
branch's counterpart to an executive
already established by
A mid-winter storm early today
dumped over five Inches of snow on
!ouch of Western Kentucky, forcing
school closings and creating hazardous
driving conditions.
ailormay and Murray .schiCianaterns
are closed today. A number of
scheduled meetings are cancelled.
Fisher Price workers didn't have to
work today, but Calloway Manufac-
turing and Tappan opened and are
operating. 7.
Calloway County School Superin-
tendent Jack Rose and Murray City
School Superintendent Robert G.
Jeffrey said early today school officials
will be making a decision on the status
pf schools for Friday. Both indicated
that if current weather conditions
prevail, there probably will be no
school tomorrow. Both indicated,
however, that a quick warrniqg trend
may lead to schools being in session
tomorrow. - ---
Registration for-the spring semester
at Murray State University is
proceeding as planned, according to
university personnel.
Kentucky Department of Tran-
sportation, Bureau of Highways, began
working with a seven-man salt and
cinder crew about 2 a. m. today, ac-
cording to Sherwood, Potts with the
local highway garage:
-We're hitting what we call the The snow began falling In- Western
secondary -roacis right now with the- Kentucky abos12 a.m. CST, state police ,
snowplows," Potts said early today--M the Mayfield post said. • • 
"We'll wait and see what happens._____"We've got about an inch and hat 
before we hit the primary roads." jutd-all..the roads are very slick and
Potts said highway dePartmedt. hazardous," a spokesman for the post
crews cindered many primary roads reported shortly after 7 ern.
before ,daybreak. About 15 men were
out working on state and county roads
at mid-morning today. Potts said there
"is very little ice" underneath the
snow.
A Kentucky State Police spokesman
today called Western, Kentucky roads
"very hazardous and covered with
snow." The KSP spokesman said state
troopers have worked few accidents
since the snow began about 2 'a. m.
today, but have tended a number Of "Snow accumulations could reach 2
- motorist assists. to 4 inches by Friday rhOrning across
Murray Police Department also much of the state,",the NWS warned,
reported few accidents early today. "and the freezing raini and sleet will
"Most people are trying to be careful... make conditions even worse."
we mostly just have stranded _ The extended forecast for Kentucky,
Saturday through Monday, offers littlemotorists." a police spokesman said.
Calloway County Sheriff's Depart- hope for improvement in the harsh
ment also made a number of motorist winter weather.
assists, a spokesman said. While little or no precipitation is
John Ed Scott, Murray observer for expected during the period, the NWS
National Weather Service said five says it will be "bitterly cold" with highs
inches of snow had fallen in the city at in the teens to low 20s. Low are
about 9:30 a. m. today. Scott said predicted to be in the teens Saturday
predictions call for snow ending late and generally zero to 10 above both
' this afternoon. Sunday and Monday.-
A low pressure system along the
Louisiana coast was spreading a
variety of precipitation northward into
the lower Ohio and Mississippi valleys,
the National Weather Service noted.
The low was expected to move nor-
theastward Into Eastern Tennessee by
Friday morning, prompting a con4
bination of snow, sleet and freezing rain
ahead of it, the NWS said.
Effort To Resolve Differences
On Service Contracts Underway
HB 110 was reported favorably out of
• House revenue committee last week
--and was given its second reading in die
kiwer_cham her Tuesday
But Clarke said he wants to hear from
Mrs. Stokley and Finance Secretary
Russell McClure before_ilW15111 comes
to_a_Yote.
-In --other legislative action Wed-
nesday:
- - A resolution was introduced in the--
Senate to , rescind Kentucky's 1972
ratification of the Equal Rights.
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.
—A bill to create the office whose.
occupant would serve surgeon-general,
as the state's chief medical officer, was
submitted in the Senate.
roundup
—Also siabmitted in the upper
Thar-Mier Wes ii-proptual %-requtrvidgh
--school seniors to take competency
tests, the results of which would not
'affect graduation but would be noted on
diplomas.
Among measures introduced in the
House were bills to make a prostitute's
patron subject to criminal penalties.
Bill Allowing Tax-Free Bonds
On Medical Building Introduced
A measure that would allow the
Murray-Calloway County Board of
Commissioners to sell tax-fsee bonds to
paY for construction of its medical
office building adjacent to the hospital
has been introduced in the Kentucky
legislature by Rep. Kenneth Imes, 13-
Murray.
Imes said Wednesday that House Bill
182 would amend an existing law to
allow "medical office buildings con-
tiguous to hospital facilities" to be
declared "public projects."
Murray Calloway-County Hospital
administrator Stuart Poston said today
that state statutes concerning tax-free
bonds are "vague" and the bill is an




huildingS to qualify for tax-free bond
-,status.
Bonds sold for public projects are tax
free 'which means interest rates will'
be lower and money will be saved," -
Imes said.
Construction of the office building,
which began last year, is progressing
well, Poston said. Seven of the
physicians who were displaced by a fire
which destroyed the Houston-McDevitt
Clinic here in October of 1976 have
indicated that they will locate their
offices in the building when it is com-
pleted sometime this summer.
Imes said the bill was requested by
hospital board officials who said the
existing law is unclear as it relates to
medical buildings constructed by
public agencies.
_
LOSING BATTLE — Workers with the federal Comprehensive Employment Training Act IOTA) were fighting what
appeared to be a losing cause early today as they shoveled snow from the sidewalk around Calloway County Cour-
thquse. Tom Farrar shovels in the foreground as Joe Kennedy takes\ a breather in the background. Over five inches-
of snow fell here today as th.e, first sricirstorm of the year striltk most of Western Kentucky,
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INDOOR GARDENING
- Three Murrayans Are State Tr7i InFOR YOUNGS'TERS nners- 
- 
FAIR  LAWN, N.J. 1AP)





thtfih;-fftl- Kentucky State Twirling petition
into inother's act , growing.
plants under indOors, 
vises Woody D. Bickford of the -
Duro-Lite Home Lighting In- - The National Batonstitute.
Twirling Association spon-
Buy _a fluffz Shongp, '-,sow-sored aqua' Kentucky
mustard or-watercress seeds in state Twhitrig eempettiten on
its operi Pores and -soak in a Dec. 11 in Lexington. Three
dish of water. Then hang the
spzinge on the -side -or Mother's
'w.eitern Kentucky twirlers
from the local twirling
-light - garden and watch it __. in the
sprout with academyYiblv foliage. u‘ u participated
When the sponge dries-out, give event..
the plants- a drink by holding a Murray girls in competition I;
--„Aiallo-W--diSh Of water rindif- irwere Buffy Stokes,. -carol Tr-
„till it aliSorbalgite_wAter.;., tptail„iiiidICathy,,...1.01er.- The •
competition was open. to all
Kentucky twirlers who would
like to via for the state title of
solo twirling and fancy strut.
The. new title holders will
represent Kentucky at -the
nationals. For the junior and
senior division it will be held
lit St. Paul, Minn., during-the -
winter carnival. The nationals
fOr tiny tor and - juvenile
diyisions will. be held at
Disney World during the
spring of 1978.
Miss Buffy Stokes, ac-
complished Murray twirler,
won both Kentucky titles for
1978 by placing first in twirl
and strut for the juvenile
--division. She is the ten year
old daughter Of Mr. and Mrs.
Bert Coleman. By capturing
the Kentucky title, it, qualifies
her to carry the state banner
to Disney World in March to
compete for the national
twirling championship.
Buffy started twirling at the
age of six and in four years she
has. accumulated over Jour ,
hundred trophies and holds
several state and nattonal
titles. .She is in the fifth grade
at Murray Middle School. Her
twirling instructors are Nancy
Mitchell of Memphis, Tn., and
Sandy Coleman of Murray. Two Baton championship by
fdLara Carol Sfaann, daughter Winning first in the senior -
at mar- and Mrs. •lae Hal division. She is the-I9 year old-
Spann, competed in the-junior daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
division of the Kentucky state Luber Aviston, is a
contest winning the second. sophomore home epnomics
stni15135et: thileYop-fiernstate.contestianvr-she '-thenTal°marral;:iiidy1"_State_liigrTh-r :dr ighr 
won trophies for fifth eek)i bred band for Iwo years as a -1-1
fourth in strut, first in majorette. She - started -
military, second in best ap- twirling when she was seven





























MURRAYANS WIN — fluffy Stokes, left, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Coleman, and
Carol Spann, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hal Spann, participated in the recent Ken=
hiCky State Twirling contest held Br Lexington. Buffy won the Kentucky State, Twirling
and Strut championship. Buffy, age 10, and Carol, age 13, are students at Murray Middle
SchooL
strut. Carol has accumulated and won many awards in
a large number of swards MTN- -eontpetttlbn. She- ts
duripg her three years of presently serving as associate
twirling. While a student at instructor for the Sandy
Murray Middle Scheel, she Coleman Twirling Academy
participates as a cheerleader where she is a student.
and a flag girl for the band. In the open contest Miss
She is a twirling student of Luber won three second place
Sandy Coleman. trophies which were for solo,
Kathy Luber of Murray two baton, and Kentucky state





For Program Information, Please Call 753c3314
NOW!!! \
Charging—Roaring...
Breathing Fire and Hell... 
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Baby Boy Story ( Arlepe ),
Rt. 1, Dukedom, Tn.
Dismissals
Fred W. Shepard, Rt. 6,
Murray, William C. Ward, Rt.
7, Murray, Mrs. Dorothy E.
Burkeen, Rt. 1, Almo, Beverly
J. McClain, 336 Rison, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Maudeen M.
Cohoon, 230 Riviera Cts.,
Murray, Jackie Stubblefield,
819 N. 19th.; Murray, Franklin
C. Hinson, Buchanan, Tn.,
Mrs. Letha R. Patterson and
Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Mayfield,
Mrs. Betty Venice, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Willie M.
Bartell, 907 Waldrop, Murray,
Arnold R. Thomason, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth W.
Vaughn, 1616 ,Main, Murray,
Mrs. Barbara J. Williamson
and Baby Boy, 1907 Gary St„
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Orell A.
-Kelso, Rt. 1, Hazel, Daniel
Mac Dillon, (en. Del., Dexter,
Mrs. Ruby T. Camp,( expired ),







Larry D. Brown, Rt. 1,
Murray, Miss Nieble W.
Maxlow, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Debra C. Mitchell and Baby
Boy, Box 118, Hardin, Mrs.
Twila A. Dunn and Baby Boy,
Rt. 6, Murray, Edward E.
Nelson, Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs.
Dorothy M. Wyatt, -Rt. 2,
Murray, James T. Valentine,
401 East St., Milford, Mich.,
Trois Perry, 4021z No. ist,,
Murray, Mrs. Mary L.
'Younglove, 406 So. 8th.,
Murray, Mrs. Florenee R.
Dunaway, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mrs. Mary R. Steely, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Essie I. Harrison,
523 Maple, Murray„, Ivory T.
Davis, Box 199, ilardln,
William ' A. Cope, Rt. 6-,
Murray, James N.
BATON WINNER — Kathy Luber, 19 year old Murray
State University sophomore, captured the Kentucky
State Two Baton championship at the Kentucky State
Twirling contest held at Lexington. She is serving as




40% & 50% Off
All Suits & Sporicoats  1/2 off
All Shirts  1/2.0
All Sweaters  1/2 off
All Belts  1 /2 on













Slacks Voile 520 to 527 $5
"Fashion, Quality and
Reasonable Prices f "
.— woo Deer 'NI
e•••••
_










Junior 1 and 2
piece Knit dresses














Famous Name Coordinate Sportswear
50% Off! 50% Off!
v° Pre-washed Jeans
Many styles Reg. 1999
J. Sweaters! Sweaters!
Reg. 1599 to 2499
41166.
1•01 Fashion Shirts
Prints-8r solids Reg. to 1999
vi" Misses Coordinate Sportswear
50% Off! 50% Off!
Mthow Mudove
10° Long Dresses & Dressy Jumpsuits
50% to 60% OFF!
C &rib/ C alar19/
L. Genuine Leather Coats 9900
Reg. up to 17999
W' Long CFoth Coats 3900
Reg. up to 7999
2900J. Short Pant Coats
Reg. up to 6999
acouAssAL44,
to° Entire Stock of Handbags
1/3 to 50% OFF!
Aigner Handbags Up to 25% Off!
Fashion Scarves All 50% Off!
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North Pork News
O
* Family Reun ions, Dinners, And Just Jtsiting Held In The Ared---
_ „
C`
By Mrs. R. D. Key . 'Mrs. Glynn Ors..on Sunday . , . - and Petri JarTY °lien, Anissa and Lori, and • —• - — ---- • Mrs. Gale Wilson in -the' griiiii Mr-and Mrs Milfoni• Orr 
___ ... :'•
night Th. nr.,thd Weeds Lee dad Tabitnit visited &o. kir and_ltirs. R,IL Q-,,i,i Mrs, Bertie Jenkins, Terry
- Those spending Christmas sPent Monday widi Glynn Om. "463-14171-• ' warren SYkee-sild supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. °"- ancl Liss 
n, Here's wishing all t e
. _ . ,.... . ... .
.day with Mrs. Jessie Paschallm-sedeba,"•• - -... -- -/ditotron Chrislinas eve. ant -•arayer • Owen an mast:alas and Mrs. Tommy Jenkms,• - readers um the staff „of .ene -:•- 77-'•
Murray Ledger si Times a
Happy New Yrart May 1978 be
the best year ever.
-and Howard Morris were Mrs. Bro. and Mrs_ Warren Sykm -exchanged
•_Ovie Wilson, Mrs. Bertie and Mitch, and Bro. and Mrs. Bro. James Phelps visited Bro. and Mrs. Terry Sills
- Girl 0blects -to, Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jerry Lee and Tabitha had a Mra.Ofie Wilson in the Henry and Mrs. Doegles Vandyke onand C. L. ()terry visited Mr._ • - Jenkins and Kenny, Mr. and ham breakfast with Mr. and. •Ctounty Hospital on Wecli,
Mrs. Milford Orr and Terry, -Mrs. R. D. Key on Christrnaa aesday. Monday during the holidays.
Showe d his girl friend, Lisa -*se and Mrs. Jerry Lee and Bro. and Mrs. Jerry
-Robert A•ir and Mr R.-D., M  Enloe Tabitha, Mr and Mrs. G1 Tabitha and Mr
• DEAIL ABBY: I ams 13-year-old girl with a Pr-abieni that
may not ailem important to some pedple, but it is to me. I
have gyrn three days a week, and after gym everyone
- 4o-shoiees-er:they get eti-`W.". 11-11:-R*1- teacher 41/1"."-
s* ht. thereanti watch there • f ge •
ie-eite-big-toseis--viitli four noralaae,
, coming out Of the wall, iind- 35 girls have to abower
together.
I was raised to be modest and I just die when I have to
stand naked in front of 34 other girls. • 
•
I have talked to my mother about this and she doesn't
Ill* it either, but she doesn't know what to 'do. Can you,
help me?
MUST GROUP iNOWER
DEAR MUSTINo girl shouldbe_forced to stand _palfed
_before other girkiLit disturbs her. Your einther should go
to the school and talk to the principal. Even though a
private shower cannot be provided for each girl, for the
modest ones who "just die," perhaps a little more privacy
could be arranged.
_ DEAR ABBY: What is amen, who has been married for
almost 18 years,-Siliiposed'to think when he accidentally
finds hidden in his wife's.closet six beautiful sheer, shortie
nightgowns and negligees he has never peen before?
are certainly -never worn in MY presence. 
-Perhaps that explains why she slips her luggage in and- -
Jant of, the houae_when increasimly more frequent -
out-of-town trips-alone, to "visit her mother."
- in-yorit'toliiMn,*Xillani-beginning_to be...
SI ISPTCIOUS 
- son, . s. -- r.ant--Mrs. . Ynn
Key, Bro. and Mrs. Warren Tarkingtre, Mr. and Mrs. L. Lee and children, Mrs. Linda Young and son,
Sykes and Mitch, Bro. and C. Tarkington, Miss Ladoska You* and Brad, Miss Glenda Mr. and Mrs. J
..,_ Mrs. Jerry _Lee and Tabitha2_,Nichols. Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Tuesday.





Mr. aritL_Mrs. 13alltrngton, and David, and cosPerieind-Mr. arldMrs. Belf..-Anitted to the Henry County
Gallimore-T-Nr. and Mrs. Ancil Witter, were supper - Carter and children wereaMmttal on Tuesday night.
Douglas Vandyke, Mr. and guests of Mrs.•Holice Grooms supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key was taken with flu
•- Mrs. Glynn Orr, Mr. and Mrs.'
Jack Wyatt, Guy and Ginger,
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr,
Rickie and Brian, and Mr. and
on Christmas eve. — surf Lee Monday flighT-4
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes- -Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Smith
- and Brian visited the Lanoice of Memphis, To., Mr. and Mrs.
Harringtons Christmas. Marcus Hill, Mrs. Judy
Mrs. Tommy Jenkins. Other Mr. and Mrs. Enloe Summers and son, Mark, Bro.
visitors- for awhile were Mr. Tarkington and Mrs. Holice and -Mrs. Hallie Cook, and
-AM Mrs. Mike Jenkins, Kit Grooms visited Mrs. Myrtice Judy Key visited Mrs. Sadie
- ahd JIIV and • Clerris Wftsoic77ance orf Sunday - --;:ltuey-eii4Vednesday. - •
Mr. antiblts. Alvin Vandyke Mr. and Totri. R.13'. Key, Mr. Mr. iind Mrs. Jesse Hopkins
of McKenzie, Tn., visited Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes, Mr. of Chicago, II., Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke on and Mrs. Tony Sykes and Max Dille, Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Othel Paschall
visited Mrs. Jessie Paschall
Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins visited
Mrs. Cooper Jones on Wed-
nesday.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
Tabitha came in last Thur-
sday froarittesalle,
for two weekswith Bro. and -
on Christmas day and he spent.
part of the holidays in bed.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson,- Mr. and
Mrs. Clerris Wilson and
Lavettia, Mr. and Mrs. Derrel
Wilson, Mike and Lisa, Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmie Key and son,
Kevin,Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Young and family spent
Monday during the holidays
with the Mabern Keys.
• • • r •
eve.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke, Bro. and Mrs. Terry
  Terri Lynn Sills, and
Bennett Fortune were the
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mark Paschall on Christmas
_
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Holley
and son, Henry - Jones, Mrs.
Mildred Wiggins, and Miss
Jean Wiggins visited Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Wiggins on
Friday night. -
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
and Linitttia, Mr. and Mrs.
Mabern Key, Mr. and Mrs.
Odell Hopkins, and Mr. and
Mr's. Jesse Hopkins visited
Mrs. Jessie Paschall, Mr. and
Mrs. Mike Jenkins, Kit and
Jill, and Sherri Parish were
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.





 Winter Ffttit Cap- Beverag•-
, WINTER FRUIT CU?
• WO peecl to add sugar.
Membrane-free sections
from 2 grapefruit and 1 •
orange
8k4-ounce can chunk pineapple
in heavy syrup
1 ripe pear
Mix the grapefruit and 'or-
ange sections with the pine-
apt:04040d chill. Just before
servinepeel the pear, core and
slice and mix it with the other
fruit. Makes 6 servings.
-. Mrs7V art--ren-Syres, Mr. and
• - DEAR SUSPICIOUS: Either your wife is taking in Tars. Sam Lee, ble and mia.
laundry, or you've caught her with evidence that anyone R. D. Key.
, can see • through. Mr. and Mrs. Ton  Sykes
DEAR ABBY: I'm really ticked off at my husband for and Brian, Mrs. Effie
everyone at work that Soi- o'wn -Our own tame. TVs CallswaY• 141.11.- Sadie- 4311eY:'r not true =we're only renting-He just got transferred an&,,._ Bro. _.,_ and Mrs. Warren. and_ .
_ we're new in town. _0.)i-itch ind Bro. and Mrs, Jerry
- ---7-- -_ ._-- - Hejtistifies-hislytotby4laying MeV-whams owner comee---Lee and Tabitha were supper
'Vetoes as being more stable and solid, and it adds to -his guests Tuesday night with Mr.
. • prestige. Abby, there's no way we could have bought this
IP .. house because we didn't have the down payment for this, - tor any other), house!
1,-- - •---- -..... Every time 'hear my husband repeat that bald-faced lie
'1 feetlike a louse forkeeping quiet,..bitt I cettainly can't call
I- --T - him a liar In front of the people be works With; cm  1?
16,. - I could just wring his neck. In the. eight years we've been,
. '   Tarried, fee heard him tell quits a leer wh-Oppefs, but
- - --- -.none. has upset _me like this one. . •. CRAIEFORIkBOY:_
1*-i- r Any' suggestion/ Sign me... ' •
_ _ -BITINGMILTONGUE. Mr. and_ Mrs- l'. Se0 Crawl-ern,- 757 - %MC
and Mrs. Henry Sykes.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
and Ginger and Guy from ,
a-
4,•--- ' DEAR BITING: Of -course .yee shouldn't _public_ ay -calk__ Miternit,...are the Arent., of aI
11.10 ' your husband a liar. But do tall him that fact that he's _baby boy, Joseph Christopher -
11w  renting-the home he claims to own is almost certain' talse__Likwier_cagwera,.......aieighing
revealed eventually. 411 thee, he'll be exposed- for the , eight pounds, measuring-• 201/4
Phan: he is- 'i" - — - -thehoic,--=1;orrr--tet-Thursday,
_
. -T - t•Titn.1 5, at 9:51 p.m. at the- , • • 4 , - . . -
Murray-Calloway County
, Ryes feel left out and lonely, or wish you knew how to
get people t• like you, my new booklet, "How To Be Hospital.
....,,- Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old," is for you. Grandparents are Mr. 
and
I Send $1 along with a long, self-addressed, stam'ped 124 Mra. ' Berry Crawford of
,. cents) envelope to Abby, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Newport and Mr. and Mrs.
I
lb







Our old store hours were Friday nights
until 8 p.m. Shop at Bright's and save!
21RIGITS
presents
The Most Complete Selecticr_01 Stock Ever!
Ultra Shaw rh. Evarydae_36 -
PAPITY11.001 PANTYHOSE PANTYHOSE
$5.95 Regularly $3,00 Regulorty. Si 95
• lajfigliYiLY 4.95 - NOW ONLY 2.50 NOW ONLY 1.60
••••-•
Yottscive 1.00 You save - .50 You save _ 35



















-Our Regular .f:X) to 28 00
NOW 1 / 3 OFF
y
• r
Fall and Wnrer Styles!
HANDBAG
CLEARANCE
7/9 TO 23 99
BuY now and really save!
Lingerie and
- _Rohe Sate__
R e g ular 27) to 45.00
199 To 2-99i.
Asmarted. st,yles arid colors'
Winter Glove
earance








Further reductions on feathers, leother-look,
suedes, fabrics, fakwi_urs . fur-trimmed ond
untrimmed styles in pant coot and regular











F.abuloys'• current-season styles by our
forOmus:nottie makers. Buy several pag and
save!
• •










A lorge• select - r• ft, s.es -
fabiluuS sovogs to you Save ],r
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I MOVITAL MEWS
Nursery 1; • _
, tie% born AdMissioas -
Baby Boy . Crawford
Carrie t, -47_ Vine, Murray,
Baby Boy Patterson ( Letha
Rt. 2. Mayfield. '4
'Dismissals
  Gena M.cVely, Rt 4,
Murray, Mrs. .Geraldine
,Jones. Rt. 1, Mayfield, Mrs.
Elizabeth Turner, 1000 Vine,
Murray, Miss :-Karen _S.
t
Rita F, Varable, Rt. 3, ,
- 'Slur ray', Robin G .-JoneS, , -
y-
-110 • So. 117th., Murray, !Qrs.
Becky L. Gore and Baby Boy,
Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs: Rebecca
H. Page, 210 So, 16th., Murray,.
Mrs. Edna -.I: Gowans, 1702
Olive St., Murray Deborah L.
Walker, 706 Franklin Dr.,
Paris, Tn., Amy C. Knight,
1565 Oxford Dr., Murray; Mrs.
Mildred K. Stalls, 407 N. 5th.,
Mundy, Mrs Neva 0.
Manning, Rt. 3, Benton,
Marvin R. Howard, 1415 Vine,
Murray, Mrs. Lottie
Trevathan, L7..
- Goorge,R. Mauzy, 207 Poplar,
Murray, James W. Tapp






Baby Boy Arant ..(mother
Sharon Rt. 2, Bx. 270,
Murray, Baby Boy Dunn
imother Twilaj, Rt. 6,
Murray, Baby Boy Wilford
FIVE GENERATIONS — A recent celebration brought five generations together for
the above photograph. From left to right are Mrs. Virgil (Bettye) Bridges her step-
daughter, MM. Floyd (Gladys) Gupton; her daughter, Mrs. Lowell (Latricia) Adams; her
daughter, Mrs. Jackie (Beverly) Carson; and her daughter, Chrystie Leigh Carson, age
seventeen months. The celebration took place at the home of Mrs. Floyd Gupton at





-Club will meet at the home of
Ethelyn Loberger at seven p.
. . Registration processing of
students registering late for.
-the spring 1978 semestr at
Murray State University will
be held from eight a.m. to four
p.m. at Beshear Gymnasium,
Student Center. -
mother Janice) -Rt. 8; •
Benton
Dismissals
--- Mrs. Viola H. Olswing,' 721,
Nash Dr., Murray, Stephen J.
, Williams, 1702, College --Farm
Rd., Murray, 'Mrs. Glenda .1{..
Jones and Baby Boy, Rt. 2,.
Buchanan, 'Fp, Bobby -Ray.
Carney4)90v— -
Mildred L. Dodd, Rt. .1, Alrno,-
Mrs. Brenda K. Dennis, Rt. 5,
Bic 232, Benton.. Diana G.
-Harrison, 5)5 rue, Murray,
Bennie Simmons.,
Murray; Miss 'Katherine 13.
Taylor,. Rt. 5 Bx. 2336, -
,A,Pturrtry',--Settrldrtuttins;-.1114-
Poplar, Murray, Shannon T.).
Beale, 513 Shadylane, Murray,
Jeffrey L. Smith, 1292 Lone
Oak Rd., Paris, Tn., Samuel
K. Foreman, 522 S. 7th.,
Murray, Mrs. Bernice Mc-
Pherson, 517 Broad, Murray;
Mrs. Ruby ,E. Rudolph, 713
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Mary J. McDougal, 503 N. 4th,
iM_iirray-,-Thelma Rudolph, 713
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs. Cecil
J. Seyer, Pine Bluff Shores,
Hamlin Mrs Eula B. Lovett,
Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs. Virginia'!.
Dixon, 213 WoodIawn,
Murray-, Mrs. Annie H.
Adams, Rt. 1, Puryear, In.
Grove 126 Woodrnen of the
World will meet at the Murray
Wortian's Club House at six
Murry Chapter No. '92
Royal Arch Masoris will meet
...at2A0 p.m. at the lodge hall.
The state of Alabama got
its name from an Indian
word meaning "to pull
or reap vegetation."
Independence United
Methodist Church Women will-
meet at seven p.p.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
tbe hcatleof-Trisbiesbitt- at
seven p.m. ,
Welcome Wagon Club will
meet at the community room
of the Peoples Bank North
Branch at 7:30 p.m. with the
plow cult `Getting To Know
You."
Friday, January 13
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held with persons to
call 753-0929 by 9:15 a.m. for
morning shopping and by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon
shopping.
Exhibitions in the-Clara M.
Eagle Gallery of the Price
Doyle 'Fine Arts Center,
Murray Stat niversity, are
a three-dimensional by James
M. Miles, Paducah;
photography by Ronald Hill,
Bardstown; graphic design-
photography by - Vickie
Masden, Louisville. They will
be there until Jan. 25.
Dear Discerning Shoppers:
I have often thought when I visit the Blackford
House that their fine selections of different items
could be described as potpourri. Now they have
Added that - POTPOURRI - in many different
scents. To name a few they have LIFE
EVERLASTING from Poland, LAVENDER from
France and BLUE MALLOW from Russia. And
with Valentine Day fast approaching I found one
which might be of a special interests to some of
you: CLOVES from Malacca Ancient lore has it
that if a person could some how place one or
two dove calyces in his or her lover's bedroom
where the fragrance would be inhaled for "-
several nights mairiage would shortly follow —
or that those already married will find their part- •
nership has taken on a deeper meaning! Cloves
have many other uses too. They make a fine ad-
dition to any mixture of bath-herbs as well as ac-
centing beautifully your favorite coffee, tea or
herbal beverage-Cloves-have also been used in
Herbal Medicine for thousands of years to clean-
se and purify the body and nervous system and
we are- told that simply chewing on a single
clove is usually.sufficient to relieve toothache or
headache-
And don't forget on these cold, cold days that
their warm, warm sweaters, long sleeve shirts
and Lee Corduroy shirts are selling for % the
regular price. In additionif you choose to stay in-
side why not dash out there first and purchase a
piece or two of unfinished furniture (many items
at % price) to keep you busy on a worthwhile
project







Special _screening clinic for
hypertension (high blood
pressure) will be held between
the hours of eight a.m. and
4:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Departglent,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
North Murray Homemakers
Club will not meet this month.
Saturday, January 14
taptain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters' of
the American Revolution will
meet at the home of Mrs. Ed
Diuguid at 1:30 p.m. with Dr.
Hughie Lawson as sneaker.
Sunday4anuary IS .
Mr-and -Mrs. Parker Reed
of Kirksey Route One will be
honorea at a _reception in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary at' the
Production Credit Association
Building, East Broadway,
Mayfield. All relatives and
friends---are invited ' to- -call





Willing Workers Class of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the home of
Carolyn Carro.U.
Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the County Ex-
tension-Office at 1:30 p.m.
Humane Society of
Calloway County will meet at
the Calloway County Public
Library at seven p.m.
Exhibitions in drawing and
painting by Gerald Ferstman,
faculty member at the
University of Kentucky, and
illustrations by Tom Allen,
chairman of the Department
of Visual Communications at
Syrac,use University,
Syracuse, N. Y., will' open at
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery of







the Murray _ Recreation
Association, operators of the
Oaks Country Club, presided
at the meeting of the board
held Tuesday, Jan. 3, at seven
p. m.
New committee chairmen




house and grounds, Betty
Sheppard; entertainment, Bill
Bogard; swim, Lynda
Cochran; golf, junior golf, and
publicity, J. Nick Ryan;
tennis, Kay Outland; ladies
activities, Mable Rogers;
publication, Bill Seale;




Special committees are Bill
Bogard, tractor purchase;
Norman Lane, club house
plans. Any member wishing to
serve on the club house plans
committee is asked to please
c6ntact Norman lane.
Presentinq the. Poncho
0. Mrs. Ka write, that her
7.77.-dluthter --basParsays' heen
somewhat lean and has a long
,neck. Now thatsbe is in these -
- venth month of pregnancy,she
has developed a prominent
enlargement of the thyroid
gland in her neck. Her physi-
- ciao says that she has no goiter
.--firid-that the-gland will return-
to nomfal after pregnancy.
"Sic. appears to be in good
'.health, but I am worried that
_ dinelFe-arni 6--61
needed now. I fear cancer
of the thyroid may result."
A. Judging from the facts
you have given, I agree with
your daughter's physician that
no treatment of the thyroid is
needed at this time. The
thyroid normally enlarges dur-
ing pregnancy, and usually the
'enlargement gradually -disap-
pears after giving birth. The
increase in the size of the
thyroid gland is more apparent
in smile mothers-to-be than in
others, depending in part upon
sam and shaPe of tile Peck
The enlargement is usually
pliffIKe -and- involves-all of theTheta --.4Pepartment. , . „ _
Murray; Woman's Club will g'all"
While cancer develops occa-meet at the club house at 7:30 sionally in the thyroid gland....
p.m. Kentucky State Trooper experience shows that -such
Richard Wright will present enlargement during pregnan-
the program. !...e.y•is benign_ in the vast ma-
cerned about the enlargement
ef-her-rioaierr---—
Using Honey...to
- Prevent May Fever
ta: Mr. V.G.:Ivintaltiirmoiv
it is possible that -eating-honey
can help a person build an im-
munity to plant_pollens.
.. Plants most likely to.
cause allergic reactions- have
wiasKiiiown pollen- rather than
heavy pollen thaferand be cat- -
tracted by bees in gathering
honey, Therefore, the amount
OF gram ppllen in
honey would be very limited
and of no significance in assist-
ing to develop immunity
against pollens whickare earn--
nwilA p=lhay fever may
--be desensitized-to ihe_polksi_
causing his' problem. Those
with mild allergies may be
helped bY'aiiihistfifinieti -
14.oney shookflie-entoyed-os
a food and not used as a
"medication" to attempt to
relieve an. allergy.
National Secretaries
Association meeting will be
held at the City Council Room
of Murray City Hall at seven
p. m. Program Will be "CPS
on Trial" and visitors are
welcoine. "
jority of cases and requires no
treatment. An experienced
physician is usally able to
determine by palpating or feel-
ing the thyroid whether it is
necemary to biopsy the tissue
to rule out a malignant change.
If your daughter is con-
MONEY SAVER
SAVE El.,TERGY SUM
Caflo -w y County..Some people are so rich they
Association for Retarded - may think nothing of lighting a
Citizens will meet in Room 240 cigar with a five-dollar bill.
of the Special Education But most -people aren't that
Building, Murray State rich; yet they "burn" dollars
-University, at 7:30 p. m. and let them go up the
chimney. If you want to keep
warm and spend less, ask-your
•-Recovery, Inc- will meet-kt--tvesuntrigatinsiefftos--kor-a
the- Health Genter, North free copy,of the UK AG Report
Seventh and Olive Streets, at on Home Energy Con-
iervation. Putting the energy-
saving tips to use in your home
will save-you MONEY.
NAIL IT* DOWN
If you're thinkingTof advertising in the
local newspaper to boost sales ... you've
hit the npil on the head! A constructive
ad -program here can effectively remedy
your business' lagging sales problem in-
expensively. Try newspaper advertising!
Milierray Ledger & 'Times
N. 4th St.- Ph.7-53:1919
stiCRE1VSED SALES -
FASHION FOCUS—Zigzag patterns star for fail.
nen there's a chill in the air, toss this Scan-
* dins vian motif poncho over dazaling violator white
@msss
January Clearance






Ladies Shoes - Buy 1st
Pair - 2nd Pair Only 9.00!!
Selected Men's
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Save The Canal - Save Panama
( EDITOR'S NOTE: The following
article is written by Brown C. Tucker of
,Kirksey who has personnel ties with the
Panama Canal Zone. Tucker served
with the U. S. military in Panama from
August 1926 until-July 1929 and returned
for 60 days of, detached service during
.1933. In his article, Tucker presents an
-argument against ratification of the
_z.Panama Canal Treaties Tucker will
• -supply sources for general references
on request. Reader response. to the
- article, either pro or con, are en-
couraged. Letters should he addressed
• Editor, Murray IRcigetlaimes.P._
.0_, Box 32, Murray, Ky.,47071.)
By BROWN C. TUCKER
Perhaps the first approach in
discussing merits of the Panama Canal
Treaty nuw-b-efore the United Senate
for ratification should setforth the steps
-. taken by the United States of America
Panama With --no Strings --attatted
should the treaties be ratified.
Certainly a 200-page book could be
written covering the pros and cons of
the many and varied articles in-
corporated in the 15 full pages listed as
Document No. 6A. Therefore, it is
purposed here to speak- out on only a
few aspects that are personally un-
savorable to the, writer as a citizen and
taxpayer of the United States.
.U.S. Cemeteries Periled
As a young airman that often
backseated the old World War I
Dehavilands as they struggled to clear
the coral sand runways of France
Fields, C. Z. (Coco Walk. to you
seaplane pilots of Kaiser Bill vintage)
the first scene viewed when. lifting off in
a westerly direction was Mount Hope
cemetery. Here lay _acres of our
countrymen, their white gravestones'
—40 obtain title and ownership__`!in.per--T-Alistening in the tropical sunlight. The
petuity" of the Panama Canal Zone. No writer, although a young man, was
better source for this information exists always emotionally touched when
- than to state the subsections of the first passing-Over this silent city of the dead
whereas clause of Resolution No. 1, because he understood that Mount Hope
Panama Canal, adopted by ..the.. was part of the price paid in the con-
National Society Sons of the American struction, operation and maintenance
Revolution at its 87th annual Congress of the Panama Canal.
assembled June 25 through June 29, This was fifty-two years ago.
- 1977 at Milwaukee Wisconsin: • Thousands more American dead have
"1. The Hay-Pauncefote Treaty of been added to Mount Hope and other
1901 between the United States and cemeteries during the intervening
Great Britain under which the United years. In fact a reliable source states
States adopted the principles of the that more than 3,000 servicepersons are
' • convention of Constantinople of 1888 as intered in Panama and Canal Zone
the rules for operation, regulation, and burial sites.
management of the•Canal ; and The point to be- made • is that not a
2. The Hay-Bunau-Varilla Treaty of word, yes, nary a word is written into
1903 between the Republic of Panama the proposed treaties providing for the
and the United States, by the terms of upkeep of these cemeteries. If it does,
which the Republic of Panama granted we have overlooked it. The only time
full sovereign rights, power, and that cemeteries are mentioned is found
authority in perpetuity to the United in sub-paragraph X11, paragraph 4 of
States over the canal zone . for ;the the Annex which provides that upon
construction, maintenance, operation, ratification of the Panama Treaty the
sanitation, and protection of the canal 'Republic of Panama will -assume
to the entire exclusion of the exercise mortuary and cemetery service.
by the Republic of Panama of any such The United States may intend to
sovereign, rights, power, or authority, remove our dead and return them so
and .
. "3. Thomson Urrutia Treaty of April
6, 1914, proclaimed March 30, 1922,
.between the Republic of Columbia and
the United States, under which the'
of Columbia recognized that
the title of the canal and the Panama
Railroad is vested "entirely and ab-
-- solutely" in the United States, which
treaty granted important rights in the
use of the canal and railroad to
Columbia."
A remark or two seems in order
relating to the above documents before
passing on to thenew proposed treaties.
There is no evidence to indicate that the
United States of America has violated a.
single provision of said treaties. Also, it
would appear that the Republic of
Panama should deal with Great Britain
and Columbia to guarantee the prin-
ciples and rights enunciated in treaty
-One and three.:
"The text relating to the Panama
-_ Canal Treaties is designated "Selected
Document No. 6A," Bureau of Public
- - Affairs, Office of Media Services, under
the heading, Department of State. The
two treaties, namely: Panama Canal
- Treaty provides for a period of tran-
sition in which the United States agree
to assist the Republic of Panama
financialy and administratively in
• assuming complete control and
ownership of the Canal Zone. This
treaty ceases to exist at noon Panama
time December 31, 1999, and-
The Treaty concerning permanent
neutrality and operation of the Panama
-Canal. Article V of this treaty provides
at the termination of the Panama Canal
Treaty, only the Republic of Panama
shall operate the canal and maintain
• 40.
they can be intered in plots of their--
relatives' choice. This would be a
mistake as many next of kin would
object. The United States in the past
has always maintained cemeteries for
those .that sacrificed their lives so that
America could be strong. Located in
several lands they are scrupuipus
examples of how our dead should be
' cared for.
What will happen to cemeteries in
Panama and the Canal Zone? Will he
Flag fly over- them? Will the
gravestones continue to glisten or will
they fall into disarray and decay? Your
guess is as good as any. Not one United
States senator should cast a vote for
ratification until the cemetery matter
i,s resolved, •
Taxpayers Hit
Perusing through the many articles
and annexes of these treaties one finds
little to be desired beneficial to the
taxpayer and prestige of the United
States. A "payway" program for the
next twenty years should be the con-
cern of all citizens. Taxpayers will foot
a: major portion of the cost. Panama
Will receive $0.30 American dollars for
each net ton of each vessel transiting
the canal and provisions are made to
pay the Republic of Panama $10,000,000
annually for performing essential
services (paragraph 5, Article III,.
Panama Canal Treaty
In addition another $10 million is
payable out of operating revenue under
each paragraph B and C, Article VIII,
for a total of $20 million if revenues are
available (not clear here if these $20
millions are alum-We alria4-
stated) • - • • - .
There are other benefits reryable such
sitesmilitary forces, defense and .as_laxes and.fees on American citizens
military installations within its natioruil-- ---- working or living in the Canal Zone if
territory. About the only comment !ere • - the T74aties shoqld be ratified. The U.
is that the United States of America has S. taxpayer has a cumulative in-
delivered the Panama Canal Zone, vestment of $7 billion in the canal and
lock; stkii anitbatreflOthe-Rerbiletit•••■■.• coui4-spend-avrentinwited.99.6'bill4en4 
firm.r.',1.6,?••••" - • -'--Ab• .A.s. •
certain improvements are made during
the twenty year transition period.
Panama Lacking
Senator Strom Thurmond, writing in
the December 1977 issue' Retired
Officer magazine says "The United
States in 1976 infused $108 million into
the Panamanian economy in wages to-
non-American citizens, another $39
million . in _expenditures by government
employes, and another $29 million in
purchasing Panamanian goods."
lithe U.S. leaves the Panama Canal
Zone what will happen to the
Panamanian .econcuny.?...A...,COMplPte
collapse is inevitable if some other-:
strong nation does not take take hole'
This would probably mean Russian
occupation and control-of Panama. The
United States can ill afford such an
arrangement.
In reading comments made by those
that have spoken -or-prepared-articles-in
support of the case of acceptance of the
canal treaties, this plow-worn creek
bank boy now living in the northwest
part of Calloway County canhot agree
with any proposals or argunmas
propounded. They are not worthy of
consideration.
Donald M. Dozer, professor of Latin
American History and Inter-American
Relations, University of California,
Santa Barbara points out in an article
published in the 1976 Fall Edition of
SAR Magazine that, "Panama is wholly
unqualified to assume physically
technologically, and politically the
grave responsibilities involved in the
maintenance, operation,- sanitation,
protection, defense, an improvement of
an engineering work as great as the
Panama Canal." This article which is
lengthly should be read by every United
States citizen.
While the UrilteirStates may have
been las, in providing leadership. for
'developing the economic potential
which would raise the standard of living
of Panama'S people, it's not too late to
start. Uncle Sam worries about the
"Middle East, Korea, Taiwan, etc. and
there is not a reason in the world w.hy
steps cannot be taken to provide in-
centives to keep Panama as an _ally
instead of a marxist oriented enemy..
Panama President Omar Torrijas
acts like a reT-sonable leader. Be has
held free ejections on the canal treaties.
Although the vote was not impressive
since Panama stands to receive the
canal and its billions in improvements.
he permitted his people to voice their
opinion. The U.S. citizen should have an
equal chance to vote on the matter for
they stand to lose everything.
Probably Secretary Cyrus Vance
should spend more time attempting to
keep the affairs of countriei-ertne
Western Hemisphere in harmony with
American ideals and especiallythose
areas which are so vital to the defense
and economic well being of the United
States and the free world. Keep the
Panama Canal.
To paraphrase Mr. Vance's recent
vociferous blast at Castro, "keep xour
cottonpicking hands off Puerto Rico:
mad I mean it," should be the wat-
chword to others that try to.interfere
with, Panama and the United States
working in partnership to preserve a
most priceless possession-one of the
major gateways to world commr(e -
the Panama Canal.
Bible Thought
for as _the_ earth bringeth forth 
her. . . so the Lord God will, raor
righteousness.. and -iiraise to 'spring
forth before all the Oations. Isaiah
6111 i
Isjlosmal growth is.most often loot -
upon with joy' yt/e praise our




ife Is A Grindstone
That Polishes Other People
ft* M. C. Garrott
Dhe-celd; rainy etc, Tann( recently, I
was going into the post office wen
noticed-a farnilian figure 'going in lust
ahead, -_.
It was my, good friend, Mr. Quint
cuier. Bundled up against the cold,
wearing a rain slicker and carrying his
characteristic checkered Shopping bag,
he had walked to town from his home
out on Magnolia.
He's only 95, and he does this a ost
every. day. Then he'll walk back home
again or Out to. Murray State and ride
home with daughter Martha when her
day at the placement office is over. No,
he said, he didn't need a ride. He liked
to walk, even if it was raining.
+ + +
I've 'written .about Mr. G.uier on
several occasions, and I certainly don't
want to "over expose" him, as they say
in the business, but every time I see
him I learn something new and in-
teresting. This happened again the
other-day when we met in the post of-
fice.
.. I Ohl retail-what led up,t,owft,-but as
we. visited there in the lobby across one.
of those tall tables, he got around to his
interest in young people and Now he
often challenges them, even complete
strangers, "to make something out of
their lives."
Here's the story he told me.
+ + +
About 20 years ago he was reading
the paper one day when he noticed a
short article. A 12-year-old boy in the
mountains of West Virginia had sold his
one-acre crop of tobacco at a record
price. It had brought more than that of
-trly other grower in the state, and one
the highest prices ever paid in the
state. The 'boy's name was Randall
Reeder.
Being a. farmer himself for well over
half-a-century before retiring, Mr.
Guier admired young Reeder's ac-
complishment .and took- the time to
three times until you know how to spell,
• pronounce anti use every word on those
two pages. Stick to it and let's see what
happens.' •
+ +
Years passed. Then late one af-
ternoon, Mr. Guier's doorbell rang.
Answering it, he was confronted by a
"big, robust, good-looking young man."
I'm looking for.Mr. Quint Guier.'.' the
young Mail sat . .
. "Well, son, you're looking right , at
him," replied Mr. Guier.
'My nameis Randall Reeder," the
▪ young man came back, extending his
hand, "and I've -come to Murray to
meet the man who sent me to college."
He had gone to the University of.West
Virginia, graduated and married. He
and his bride were on their way, pulling
a U-Haul trailer, to a job in the South-
west. Coming through Clarksville, they
had stopped for gasoline when young
Reeder asked the station attendant how
far it was to Murray. Told it was about
70 miles, he headed this way.
Although they already were two days
behind on their travel schedule, they
spent the 'night, after much persuasion
fro their elderly friend, in the Guier
home. The two men became close
friends and have corresponded
regularly through the years.
Today, Reeder is chairman of the
Department of Agricultural
Engineering at the U.niversity of West
Virginia'. About a nibnth ago, when Mr.
Guier observed his 95th birthday,
Reeder didn't forget.
Among the greetings Mr. Guier
received on that occasion was a corn-
Letter To The Editor
mission from Governor Jay Rockefeller
of West Virginia appointing him a West -.
Virginia Ambassador of Goodwill to _
Men.
Reeder is not the only young life Mr.
Guier has influenced.
About the same time that he wrote
the young What Virginian, „he was
fishing one day on Kentucky Lake.
Nearby was an elderly man and his
grandson. They were from southeast
Arkansas and were at the lake for some
fishing and a vacation. When the
grandfather moved further down the
bank with some other men, Mr. Guier
and the little boy, whose name was
Douglas Black, became acquainted and
engaged in conversation. "The fish
weren't biting, anyway," he chuckled.
Mr. Guier told young Black much the
same as he had written young Reeder
about learning all you can when you.*
young and challenging them to go to
college. As a result, they did
correspond with each other some
through the years.
Some 15 years later, young Black also
had graduated from college, had
married and he and his wife chose the
Kentucky Lake area in which to spend
their honeymoon. Much the same as
Reeder did, he came by Murray, and
looked up Mr. Guier.
"14frist wanted my, wife to meet the
Kentucky man who challenged me to go
to college," he said when the two met at
the Guiers' door. •




-Wrather Hall Support Pledged
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following
letter was written to Dr., Constantine
Curris, Murray State University
write -him B .eangratulatery letteF,-&-:---president, by Russell-L./McClure.
couple weeks , later, an secretary of the Kentucky Department .
acknowledgement letter. came back of Finance and Administration.).
from the young tobacco grower. Dear Dino: .
"It was a nice letter, but it was Governor Carroll has asked that I
shabbily written,". Mr. Guier _
thought I would challengre him to cit\
better. So, I wrote him a second letter, .
and-TIOELlithrtlits-. 4You-nre-s-cham-
pion tobacco grower, Randall, but you
are a poor letter --
" Here is what I want to challenge
you to do. I want you to study your
English and writing in school, because
you will need them in life. Let me
suggest that you read two pages in a
good book everyday. Read it two or
By George Ilack•it
please convey his congratulations to the
citizens of Calloway County and
surrounding counties for the -
monumental effort put forth in raising
funds for the renovation of historic
Wrather Hall. The effort is a reflection--
of the people of Western Kentucky's
concern for the preservation of the past
and a concern for its institution of
higher education. We commend the
University's and citizens' participation
in helping.' Murray and the com-
monwealth restore apart of its past._
Kentucky-Closeup
----Here-'s One Who
ith Thrives On Pressure
LOUISVILLE-i- Ky.-+AP)-•- Some
people will under pressure: 'John
McPherson thrives on it.
"In .riv situation, you're always
under extra pressure to perform," said
McPherson, a blind man who works in
the highly competitive field of radio.
Starting from scratch, he built a
station in Pineville in 1973. "It took
faith in myself, the Lord, and a lot or
hard work."
During the two years of construction.
McPherson was always on the scene,
even helping with the installation of
some of the technical equipment. "led
had a little training in electronics and
had picked up a lot of information in my
travels around the country."
After WTJM-FM went on the air, a
few skeptics surfaced and joked about
his chances of surviving. They didn't
know about his background.
"I came up the hard way," said
McPherson, who became totally blind
during his teens. He left the hills of
southeastern. Kentucky to attend
Baltimore-- Junior College and later
drifted into radio as a disc jockey.
"I started out in a rough market,"
said McPherson, recalling those days
when he was spinning platters in
Murray Ledger & Times
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Baltimore. "The big stations were
always fighting each other. It was a
constant battle for ratings."
Because he was blind, McPherson
knew that he had to try harder. "You
couldn't be as good as the other guys,
you had- to be better. Tucked away in
the back of your mind is one thought.
You know the first time you make a
mistake, the guy who felt you couldn't
do the job will say that you can't."
He soon tired of the life of a DJ. "It's
too confining. All you-can do is sit there
and gab. I like to get out and talk with
people."
He got..that opportunity after WTJM-
FM began operations. "I went around
town and persuaded folks to advertise
with me. That's the only way you can
make any money."
Necessity also forced him back on the
air as a DJ. "We didn't have mach of a
staff when we started out so I played
records for two hours each morning.
We concentrated on country music
because it seemed to be the thing the
public liked."
McPherson also handled the
newscasts.
"I'd put on a headset and monitor
another station then repeat the news,
word forword." he'explained.
As WTJM-FM prospered, McPher-
son's duties shrank - by choice.
"We've got five people working. At
47, I sort of take it easy, but I still come
down and fix something . when the
eksipment fouls up." His employees
claim there's nothing he can't repair.
McPherson- now has more time to
tinker around with music. "I've
recorded some songs in Nashville. So
has my wife Jeannie."
She keeps the financial records for
the station and often accompanies
'McPherson- When "I'm _out on the
streets Thrumming up advertising."
McPherson would have liked a career
in show business, "but I guess radio is
the closest I'll get to it."
Although he's president of a radio
station, McPherson says that "doesn't
mean I'm a big shot. I'm just a little
• grortfile keepg-SpoOptrir- "'""'
4,34WICiaViNg=1.• :oar. ..9.14••• - ▪ 411111r •W'''12.7'14"—?"."" too  , • -"
The Governor's earlier commitment
to match local fund raising efforts has
now made available from local and
state sources $500,000. It now appears
that thf.. restoration of Wrather Hall
done properly will require an additional
;450,000 for a total project of $950,000.
My Facilities Management staff feels
that with an assurance of funds at a
later date the project can begin moving
Immediately with considerable cost
savings being realized by the State.
With these facts in mind, the Governor -
Us pledging the adeetional support
authorizing the project to proceed
through final planning which in a short







A light plane crashed into the tower of
Radio Station WNBS at 12:10 p. m.
today killing the pilot, L. V. Moyer, age
45, of Paducah, and demolishing the
airplane and the ratio station tower. -------
New street lights will be placed on
South 12th Street from the Triangle Inn
to Holiday Inn, according to an an-
nouncement made by Leonard Vaughn,
City Council member of the Murray
Electric Plant Board.
Specialist Five Harold D, Travis
received the Army commendation
medal while serving in Vietnam.
Mr. and Mrs. Rubin James announce
the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Sheri Zane,
to Ronald J. Ross, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Ross.
20 Years Ago
W. 0. (Bill) 'Conner, formerly of
Calloway County, has been appointed
as state manager of South Mississippi
for the Woodmen of the World Life
Insurance Society.
Frank H. Johnson,. sophomore at
Murray State College is the new
minister of music at Memorial Baptist
Church. •
Births reported include a boy,
Gregory Keith, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Ray Banal on Dec. 22.
Mayfield barely edged by Murray
High with the score of 41 to 49, ac-
cording to a story written by Ted Sykes.
Pugh got 23 points for Murray.
30. Yrai-s. .A go
Tobacco sales on Murray's five ro- o s e
leaf floors for the first week of the
selling season totaled 1,057,000 pounds
which brought an average of S28.25 per
hundred pounds.
Local 16 of the International
Moulders and Foundry Workers Union
for employees of the Murray
Manufacturing Company met at the
court house to have their charter
installed by Frank Voit, jnternational
vice-president of the union.
Miss Qwy. n Dartfy, daughter of-Mr:"
and Mrs. Paul Dailey, and Calvin Rey,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Key, were
married in December at the Hazel
Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Steele will ,









has been hospitalized with
irglunzfr. z,,,P1_4_4_194._a_f144.1e_tk
announced:
A spokentan for the
National Hockey League team
said Wednesday the Flames
recalled goaltender Michel
Belhumeur of Tulsa of the
Central League. •
Knot- realized his days in
Los Angeles were proably
-numbered when Rams
management met with earlier
this week with, Don Coryell,
the estranged coach of the St.
Louis Cardinals • whose con-
tract extends through 1980 but
whose heart doesn't have the
same commitment. '
At the moment, the Los An-
geles job is the °nix vacancy
among the 28 National
Football League teams. If the
disenchanted Coryell and the
Chuck Fiarbanks-New
England, Walt Michaels-New
York Jets, Dick Vermeil-
PillladelPhia; John McVay-








In limbo are these coaches:
Hank Stram at New Orlans,
BartStarr at Green Bay and





Now Until January 31
-DON'T WAIT-
Come Out and Get The
Best Buy of 1978 •
Open Every Night Until 6:00
Open Any Night By Appointment
806 Coldwater Need - 153444$. Berm
Morgakirevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE- BONDS REAL ESTATE 108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, GALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
By The Associated Press
It_was a. sweet victory for
Tom - Sanders, but. he didn't-
have time to really savor it.
This-is-- Tra •time. for
reflection - this is a time for
business," said the rookie
DOston Celtic coach after
Boston twins that is off to one
of its worst starts in history.
The Celtics had lost nine of 10
games in a disastrous road
trip, including two under
Sanders after he took over the
club from Tom Heinsohn last
week.
gaining his first National Wednesdiy night, Dave
, Basketball Association' vie- Cowens displayed some of the
tory, a 9148 decision over the firepower Sanders needs to
Houston Rockets Wediesday bring the Celtics back to.
night. Playing_
Sanders chlled his intitial m1nutes Gowent-Iscored ii
victory great win, bet- points, and had 12 rebounds
nothingpanteultrly symbotte.. and nine assists.-flealso did a
-"It was just • a win we terrific defensiirejeb-OnNicisek,
- needed." he added„ -that's Malone, Houstoni high
. scorer.
Sanders' -lack of roman-' In the otherNBA games, the
ticism, is understandable. He Seattle SuperSonics defeated
is attempting to resurrect a the Detroit Pistons 106-100;
Equity is the difference between how
much your home is worth, and what you
OWe °Wit.
It's a valuable asset you can use to
:- back a really big loan. For whatever you
have in mind. _
. Real estate values are up, up, up,
r So the'house you bought just a few
years ago probably would-sell fora lot
more than you paid.
• Which-means your*Raify-is-bigger.
And the bigger_ your.equity,the more
- you- can b5frow in a large real-estate loan.
Right here. Right now.
, Maybe the money you're looking for
is already in the house.
Dresses
Slacks
the Golden State Warriors high"' points, including nine
trimmed the New Jersey Nets in the final four minutes, to
103-92; .the San Antonio Spurs lead Golden State over New
hammered the Milwaukee Jersey. With the score tied at
Bueles 130-1061- the Kansas 86, Sinttb3lit-istibree,PattPJAY
City Kings whipped the Los to put, the WarriOrs ahead to
Angeles Lakers' 102-94; the Stay:. Rick Barry then hit a
Phoenix Saes routed the New jump shot and the Nets never
Orleans Jazz 142-99 and the got closer than five pointsthe
Atlanta Hawks turned back rest of the way.
the Washington Bullets 100-95. _Spars 130, Boeing 1011
Sonles 104, Pistons 100 Larry Xenon and George
Paul Silas and Fred Brown Gervin combined for 47 points
CiiihE off the bench rto lead and San, Antonio -blistered
Seattle over • Detroit. Silas Milwaukee for 43 'second-
KEN RAPPOPORT - - Joseph's, Pa., 76-69; 15th-
AP Sports Writer ranked Virginia stopped
The North Carolina State Delaware 71-59 and No. 17
basketball team is the sur- Georgetown edged Navy 56-33.
prise ql- the Atlantic Coast Elsewhere, Duke defeated
Conference this season - but Clefnson 107-85 behind Mike
no surprise at all
-pulled down 15-rebounds after quarter points te sweep- parse Norm Sloan. -
.Yeatties-r-Oate-forwarttja-clr-----the- Bucks. Keno& finished-- ----.14-ve said over
Satina got in early- foul with 24 points and Gervin again that we would
By FRED-ROMENBERG
Tom Landry and Red'
Miller, the Super Bowl
coaches, will be around to
whistle at their teams for
another season, but few other
members of the profession can
be so secure.
If a man like Chuck Knox,
who was 5-for-5 in getting his
Los Angeles Rams an NFC Di-
vision title, can be gently
pushed out for not winning
enough, then who can feel
safe?
to Coach Gminskils 28 points; Brian Knox, whose five-year stintteheuke. and Faunpett 14W4----with- the Rams produced 54leacI„..v.ictorina .th fo..gnirbut no
be good," Colorado over Nebraska 7344; .- Su r Bowls left the club and
Hamad° marry, the cardinals
itift PtpirL dieeree settle-
inent - namely a No. 1 draft
choice, according Joe
Sullivan, the Cards' director
of operations.
Knox' hirwgby the Bills
was the fifth by an NFL club
since the regular season ended
a month ago. Other new head
coaches are Mary Levy at
Kansas City; Sam Rutigliano
at Cleveland; Pete McCulley
at San Franciscce.and Monte
.Clark at Detroit._ Clark wal
given the job Wednesday and
McCulley got his new
playbook on Tuesday.
-Lest in the shuffle were TOM
Bettis at Kansas City, • Forresttrouble. Brown scored ' 'i added 23 as San Antonio won _ Sloan says. "WS just that Oklahoma defeated Missouri' . signed a multi-year contract Gregg at Cleveland; Kenpoints. its third straight game. we've come together quicker • 73-70 as Cary Carrabine hit with the Buffalo Bills Tuesday Meyer at San Francisco;Warriors 103. Nets 92 than expected." four free throws in the final six night. The surprise signing Tommy Hudspeth at DetroitPhil Smith scoret a game- The latest team to be seconds of overtime; George came one week after Knox had and Jim Ringo at Buffalo.
surprised by_ the resurgent Johnson's ;1 points triggered reached a five,yeat-These new coaches can beWolfpack: is Maryland, an 88- . St. „John's past Fordham 97- agreement with the Rams. considered safe for one year -82 victim Wedhesday night.' 54; Glenn Hagen hit a 25-foot . 77 Rams owner Carroll Rose--s'no matter how long their con-That was the Ilth victory in jump shot at the bunter to give . nbloom soured on Knox for the tracts are - and thus fit into '12 games for a team that was *t. Bonaventure a 7048 team's failure to win the big the NFL's secure coachestheoretically not one of the. overtime victory over playoff game - the latest category. Included in thisACC powerhouses this year. Wisconsin-Milwaukee; John postseason loss was a 14-7 group are TomLandry-The team is playing hard. -Long's 28 points -paced DetroitLarry Staverman to& an 82- , a upset to Minnesota -;---ind for Dallas. Red Millei'Ver, -
: 81 lead on a jumperD • Won_ 
, _happy when- overIona 84-79 and Iowa State its• - - 1- - -i---,---- .. --and--1-m-wea y .,Y we are,". , said- ,Sloan, 
whose,trimmed Kansas state 82.77 as conservative --offensive Tad- -Marchibroda-Baltimore;1---.
$ 7117 48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%
$124.4L-1111- $ 7;484.60 12.74%
$169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%









Main St. - Murray
Many other items throughout store reduced. All Sales Final, No Exchanges, Refunds















29 Mr, SO watti
Kings 102, Lakers 94
Sam Lacey scored a season-
- high 20 points and Ron Boone
hit eight free throws at the end
_ to lead Kansas City over Los
Angeles and snap the Kings'
nine-game losing streak.
Kansas City, winning for the
first time under interim Coach
Wedman with 6:37 to play.
Su 142, Jazz 99 
16th-ranked club is undefeated




4 point:s led _But it's still along,long way
Phoenix 
double figures as the Suns
drubbed New Orleans, Paul Maryland, on the other
Westphal was second highest hand, was clitracterized in
4itimascorer for the-Suns-with- -a- preseason ' tes as one of
points although sitting out -the...challe rs jor the ACC_
most of the third quarter and title. So f ffieUgh, the Terps
all -of-the fourth quarter: look- like ofie of-the also-rans,
Rookie Alvin Scott, with a losing for the third time in as
career.bigh 16 points, was also many ACC games.
an_iong the Suns' leading Hawkeye Whitney scored 18
3COM'S. - ------ -..rixtikii aild-TonyWiirrenaddea--
-.Hawks 100, Bullets 05 17 to lead .the North Carolina
John Drew • matChed his Slate offerkseDre8 Marlitine*
season high of 35 points to Ind 20 Points topped MarYland-
Atlapta past Washington. Elsewhere -among the
Charlle Criss, playing despite nation's ranked teams, Nell -
a painful injury- to his right Syracuse defeated Penn State
thumb, 'Mt 'a 20400t jumper 83-77; No. 10 Kansas trimmed
frorrrthe-corner-anthwerfree---Ok4sheals- 
_
throws in the final 28 seconds Holy Cross outscored,
to clinch The game for the Assumption 97-90; _ No. 14
Hawks. . . Providence whipped St.
By The Associated Press
Herbie Stamper of
Morehead State is averaging
24.4 points per game to lead
the Ohio Valley Conference in
scoring.
Eastern Kentucky is the
-- highest scoring team in the
conference with 78.8 points per
game, statistics released by




Albany St 68, Ithaca 60
. La Sallee°, Drexel 79
St. John's, N.Y. 97, For-
dham 56
Syracuse 83, Penn St 77
Temple 81, Pittsburgh 74
Theil 64, Case Western 63




Duke 107, Clemson 85
Florida A&M 79, Morris
Brown 72
Georgia 68, Georgia Tech 64
Kentucky St 107, Chicago St
N Carolina St 88, Maryland
82
N Georgia 70, Georgia Col 48
S _Carolina 75, Fairfield 69 ,
S Carolina St 77, Charleston
76 "
So. Mississippi 75, Mercer 73






Ball St 69, Valparaiso 64
Butler 58, St. Joseph's, Ind ,
56 -
,.chadron Neb. 71, S.D. Tech
85
Culvitr Stockton 83-, Illinois
Col 69
--Dayton73, Miami 66
Illinois St 79, Northern, 11167
Iowa St 82, Kansas St 77
Kansas 69, Oklahoma St 57
Kent St 57, W Michigan 53
Ohio U68, Marshall 56
Stamper is a half-point
ahead of Murray State's Mike
Muff, who has been scoring at
a 23.9 point-per-game clip.
Western Kentucky, with 77.5
points per game, is second in
team scoring, and East
Tennessee 4s-third
point average.
The top percentage shooter
is Joe Perry of East Ten-
nessee, who has canned 60
percent of his 25 attempted
shots. Western Kentucky's
James Johnson, who has hit 79
of 133 attempts, is-second with
a .594 average. -
Leading scorer Stamper
also bas the best percentage at
the foul line, 56 or 59 for .949.
Sleepy Taylor of -Middle
Tennessee ranks second With
a .914 percentage by hitting 64
of 70 free throws.
Otis Howard of Austin Peay
is the top rebounder in the
conference with 10.5 per
game, followed by East
Tennetsee's Scott Place with
9.9 per game.
Middle Tenneisee has the
league's stingiest defense,
holding its opponents to 60.4
points per game. Next best
defense is East Tennessee's,
which has allowed its Op-
ponents 67.6 points per game.
Middle Tennessee, East
Tennessee and Tennessee
Tech share the conference
lead after two intraleague
games.
Middle Tennessee also leads
in team 'field goal percentage.
Its .516 mark makes it the only
team in the league making
more of its shots from the field
than it misses.
Morehead State has a team
severage of .761 from the foul_
stripe to lead tile league in
that department, _
SOUTHWEST
Centenary 102, Hawaii 85 _
Oklahoma 73, Missouri 70,'
Pan - American 101, Texas
A&176
--St. Mary's, Tex 95,
Washington 82
, FAR WELT
Air Force 77, an Diego 62
-Colorsdo73,'Nehrssksat
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High Ind Game SC
F:velyn Barkeen 
Macy "" 
lat The Dellas-COWEOYs win beat don't emerge frorn gypsy tee. Dallas starts-- with an- 14--1 defensfve backs and available up the middle.
2151 By WILL ORIMSLE Y terbacks, occasionally calling ` ' flut Rizzo also believes if
"2 o National Football 
today not through the courtesy attssurning that most of the League seasons in a Dallas -„ft AP Special Correspondent ..s
sa Jimmy the GroluitatteaL___ozor work, the signal caning, . his own number in a scrim- Staid*ch_trgizostto scramble for
US NEW ORLEAN (AP) - lbws, It as vegan They eome .from the ban*. 
see -1--buncl cif triw-liZT-ibinks good yardage _ is he's going to be brought up
246 the Denver Broncos in pro leaves or voodoo witchcraft. vantage right off," Gittelson linebackers roaring in on him. "He's got more than just one
unifortn would be delightedtr' mae•line audible_ When Abe _yardage a the. ftrapengk 
reading defenses, at knowing linebacker Joe Rizzo, abort-wick. ,
idaite and when they're Staursii-crireuld not gonna get Mare -Dian •
comftig." off ana risk a collision with a milybe four or five yards, not
So is Roger Staubach, lineman or linebacker than with four linebackers gunning
Dallas' starting quarterback take a loss. -I don't think he's for him."
since he finally - beat out willing to accept a con- - Staubach wouldn't say
Morton for the job midway in ventional sack if he thinks whether he plans to run more
the 1971 season. Roger the there's any possible way for or less than usual; but he did. ,-
Dodger is one of the game's him to run for the yards he acknowledge thar • thw
most adept running quar- heeds," Rizzo said. 'Cowboys' ninning game in
general would have to be in
136 football's Super Bowl nr-Th 't dictated b the said. - 'Our graphs showMao Hams "Dallas doesn't blitz very dimension. He's not like' Sunday. The game will be stars, slide rules or crystal Tom Landry, the DallasMary Hams ..... 504 more soporific than terrific. balls.
High Ind.SeriesiSC)
often and! don't expect theY'll (Oakland quarterback Ken )
p4j72gBiattldmo . . . ....... 51: The score will be roughly 17-7. 
coach, will be on an in- do it any more than usual this ,Stabler. . Stabler won't run
Eveirnstirkain • • :- • .. ,_,-.  i..: - 487 `--The touted quarterback Wet '
High Ind. Sines ILIC) 
These are the determination tellectual_bigh while Ills rival', time," he said. "But I'd like very often and he's got such aof the architects of - the -Bed ' miner. will bi igi-Tiri.
nothing more than to seer huge line in front -61 him thatMary Harris 
jean Bland  between- - - Dallas' jtoger oatitnee newest fad - ..the_ _intellectual low" '"' •P . (safeties) Charlie Witten antlii he-really doesn't have to. So609 Staubach and Denver's Craig • study




dalaexPect tmilluell -cliff -HarilwantrinsYhe one Or' you know where he's gonna be '
Evelyn Burkeen 
Lo sSnuthth ory that everyone's life from the quarterbacks.
Pat Scott  165works- in cadence with itaa• "Both Staubach and Morton al ,
two others trying P-1 climb into - an__ _ almost every play,"10 Denver's vaunted. Orange
151 Crushdefense will _ have periods of highs and lows. will be on triple lows - down 
Y P, cause theY , Chavous said.
Mary Harris 
Margaret Morton 
mean's._ . _there's _single; • -"But Staubach=hecanTerry Underhill  
LW trouble cruillfttirWa- The -i_mie_ Cowboy& wiii_liaphysieally,_ emotionally. gad . 
 lill- hero of tbe-flame- -will- ba-tdgher lit --More of the three intellectually," he said.
Jane Parka , . coverage - out---ther%—lhat- --Won you almost any time. If
Nancy Todd someone's isohjited, one-on- we lay too far back or get too-
 141 Dallas'.Tony Ddrsetil ' • Vital baroineters - physical, ' '
top form,,' 1f you ruzahr-ball
ca.n beat the
said of Denver's defense. -
IS
Pat dlett  141 one. These priceless gems of emotional and intellectual. I spread out, he can be up the -
Joan Cookeey 
Jean Bland  138 Western Kentucky And that kind of situation is !middle in no time." -138 information are offered You don't see how they can
possible. lose," predicts Ed• • Morton's meat. He's a master In fact, added Broncos
_
ges Jacksonville of the dump-off pass and,_ _Trevino/loping To Find of Biorhytluns. Inc. of NewBernard Gittleson, president occasionally, of the pinpoint
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. bomb when it's man-to-man 30
• York.a (AP) - In a college basketball yards downfielil. He'll neverGittleson is author of twoHis-Stroke-At Phoenix -book.; ,..iorhyttims. sports game malted _-itad run the ball, save for a rarechanges and 12 ties, ege down around the
-,,,, Personal Science," which 
y defeated opposition goal line or a
BY BOB --tbiefor a whi/k1011 get antsy Jacksonville 96-94 in overtime. scramble when his protectionhave sold more than one
ArGolf Writer, at home," he said. "You want . The winning basket in breaks down.million copies. His theories 
PHOENIX (AP) - A year to get out there and getafterWednesday night's game Pressure, linebacker D.D.have been adopted by leading , . .
A ' •-- ago, Lee Trevino was wonder- m. ,_ , industries 1e addresses some cpme 
own aran 23 ryan s Levns said, could be the
""1--,------4 ---'---lng;-questioninit whether he'd -- --iii mass home for a month 
,,,,,, , baseline. yup with. seconds_ 4fliffernce ---8111 1 Ille---gaine-_ -7--711:he -*tame tradekcenter
— ever again play 
competitive and I couldn't wait to get back "" aniveisftY 
catilliusesr.a left in overtime. The "Pressure, a lot of pressure, -----wiyne Rein& alicTif-ph-yeryear.
His efedermais are ilitp-y ks . . -what-we need. We feelf-H:4--_ba- mimed latar-TArniir ---.--t'otinuitnent golf out hereAlove_it. I absolutely - -----ililltoppers then held off..,twatio
-A- -New-he's simply wondering love it. I want to be out here ' mrhaps the _ ac onville scoring attempts____Wrion'a not-that -goodander-Islanders Tuesday. In ex-




only forec*aster who called the, 
to seCuteSthe victory. - . pressure," Lewis said. "So change for winger J.P. Parise
" When it does happen— and be here when I'm tripping turn on all six playoff names- After 
ryant's basket, Rwe're •on  going to keep coming at and defenseman Jean Potvin.
it's almost inevitable that it over my beard." leadim - to Sunday's 
big Anthony, who led all scorers •him. Not everybody, you Regier pyed 15 games for
_- -__. -- -- willyperhapseveirthi.s week in It isn't easy. . ,... - ehimpioreatipi, ineheting-the--15h 33 Points. missed a short understand. Jiistallthelime -- the - Bar-o-.thie season,
--:,--41m)-$2014000-Phoenix Open - achieved a scilidiaur tsettleththetarjaigaies_ jump ghut,Tb,e DolPhinS. 3-11. "And we!regaing -up with na wads and
he'll have earned it. place finish last week in the
- - -Forweasting" and "Biorythm — -
Keatuck
Rams and Oakland Raiderti._ took 
the ball in once more disguise our defenses a lot," one assist and accumulating
He's paid the price - _ tour's 1978 kickoff event, the , from under Western'S baskef,- _he added. "He's zeal smart at 28 mittlite&in Penalties.
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4 , ,i ,
Closed Monday
Ai F°TiliTheeCatdsliesi 4- 
711 4141
glgt MU..
114\1P4 r°1Lff4.01ai 1;1417 .1
PIFICE1 .1 ft ' S C CfP
I serious back surgery thet--7-garted today on the:1U* the Atlanta Filkomi,-"lie-Saitl- -The gaine-'weif into over-
threatened 
46-77'
1976, "naturally you wonder if -a& mune- 
_Rhysically old - Flenoil Crook hit a 20-f
-tienee, practice and pain. --- Tucson open, and ranks high -- "In fact, we predktad'back but John- Flats' could - not
-When something like that among the list of favorites in en Sept. 18 that the 100a convert cat an aliey-Tp pass a.t,
happens," be seitta of the the draw field. that_ ,got Angeles Rams would lase to _the tame.
. his career late in 7.YariCpar-71 Phoenix Com-i*-'‘Joe Nanoth was down both time when Jackso ill ' - •
_American ieger4 „bat it's _the _Tucson_ titte;_mendog better never -to leave the A meet.7 . -junior lanyard,
` corning along. It won't be long champ Jerry Pate; 
Halebouse re Anthony, who scored 21 points
before agood as it ever Irwin; Re-Floyd; Bin- -bubbling -with *fit and in "the lint half; ldt14 of 21
the Canadian Open last year,
capping one of golf's great
comebacks. And that, he said,
wasJASth Start.
"After you've played the
viriegar. Usingihe birthday as
was." Crenshaw; Tom Weiskopf; - - field goal attempts for the
a base, these cycles Gittelson
He made a breakthrough in Johmy Miller, and Arnold . ' gone, including fiye dunk.insists, can be charted ahnost shete_tamee - -
nay awed 21
flawlessly. 
points for Jacksonville and
During the past Several 
snared a game-high 16
daYs, gittelson and iiiii stag LiEebougids.
have been draftiq thesyclei
(Atha Super Bowlrrvals._ JACKSONVILLE (94)
Palmer.
CBS-TV will provide
national television coverage of
portions -it the final two
rounds Saturday and Sunday.
wake uk.i.sackfeel lousy. It's
has become a part of the Bobby, who chased Watson to grabbed 13 reboimds.
Oth days a
 411Ir imemmegium%
eatertar, Night hie way back Tom widow, goi now ae the hdellectual and emotional lake mince.
Consolleitol Report of Onatitiosof PIQETZ5. aarix.sal nrrucrt- 
you'll ever play again." 
The biorytiffn theory, is thit state of KentuakxEurtglean_ jumper with one. secFiveond left Murray 
J3ut Trevino, whq hides a °thee standouts is4taiftia.- conceiYed 
by t_tune
Marine toughness beneath a up that inch-ides 19 of 
Ike tiave loctors in the 19th Century-, -,--eariteei jvasfern bad gone business on  
_concludes that the physical,
fist-talking, quick-quipping money-winners train- - ahead 17-85 on a 15-footer by
slowly and painfully. Year and a winner at Meson; 'tat" af human bi gs than& Darryl- Turner led Western, I 
BALA -L SHEET
December 30 It 77'
_at&witiaktr? .
and Domestic Subsidientellet the
. "It'S lent ttlere yet," he said U.S. Open champ Hubert 
rythmicaly .- .bat.not 54, with, 24 patatar while Greg 1. Cash and due from banks
of the golf game that triggei•ed Green; PGA title-holder necesaargY at the same UM' Jackson scored 19 and James 
2. U.S. Treasury seourities




 Johnson 18. Johnson . also
  Crook 51-311, Anthony 145-6
-33, Ray 9 34 21, Williams 8 0-0
16, Tyler 1 0-0 2, Flaiz 3 1-2 7.
Smith 2 0-0 4, Martin 0 0-0-0.
Trade Completed
RICHFIELD, Ohio (API -
Minor league defenseman
Darcy Regier was sent by the
Cleveland Barons to the New
York Islanders Wednesday to
Complete a four-player trade
between the National Hockey
League clubs.
ASSETS- NUL 116171- -ca,
• 7
▪ 1 E
3; Obligations of other U:S. Government agencies and, corporations B 2 .,E
4. Obligations of States and political subdivisioar 3 E .
5. Other bonds, restos, and debentures  8 4 E
Zorporite lock
7. Trbding account securities . .
8. Federal funds sold and securities 'Purchased under agreements to resell  0 4 .
9. a. Loans, Total (excluding unearned income)  A 10 .
- b. Less: Reserve for possible loan losses
c. Loans, Net
10. Direct lease financing
11. Bank premises, furniture and fixtures, and other assets representing bank premises
12. Real estate owned other therr'bank premises
13.-_Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and associated companies
14. Customers liability to this bank on acceptances outstanding .
15. Other assets
16. TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 thru 15)
7 --r-
LimuyiEs Sch. Item Col.
17. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations  ,
18. Time and savings deposits of individuals. partnerships; and corporations F
19. Deposits of United States Government ... ..
20. Deposits of States and political subdivisions . . ... . F
21. Deposits of foreign governments and official instititions
22. Deposits of commercial banks
23. Certified and officers' -
Halftime-Jacksonville 47, 24e "TOTALDEPosn's -(sum of items 17 thru 23)
W - Kentucky . 44. a. Total demand deposits
- Begins Friday, 8:00 a.m. Regulation-Jacksonville 87,
Graham & Jackson's
Final Clearance
Totals 42 10-15 94. _
WESTERN KENTUCKY (96)
Johnson 8 2-7 18, Jackson 67-
10 19, Bryant 5 15, Ashby 6
• -.4-2-2 14, Turner 12 0-0 24, Bur-
bach 0 0-0 0, Prince 3 0-0 6
Totals 40 16 26 96.
W Kentucky 87. T o 1
fouls-Jacksonville 19, W
Kentucky 14. Fouled












Closed Thursday To Get Ready
ra In7'."-laason
P-Ctit THE PAR T I F-0. NIC AN •
Downtown Murray. 7 - s
Sports Deals












Finch, Win Renunersviaal and
Rich Waller, pitchers.
Reaches Semifinals
SAN CARLOS, Calif. (API
- Caroline Stoll of Livingston,
N.J. posted her third straight-
--set victorf Wednesday to
become' the first player- into
.the semifinals of the $20,000
women's tennis tournament
The 17-year-old Stoll, a pro
shge last August, uaed
'topspin forehand to beat Diane
De_sfor of Long Beach, Calif,
6-4, 6-2. Stoll's Friday night




























b. Total time and savings deposits  . ..... F
25. Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase E
26. Other liabilities for borrowed money
27. Mortgage indebted .
28. Acceptances executed by or for accOunt of tins bank and outstanding
29. Other liabilities
30. TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and debentures)





















Reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves
TOTA EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 32 thru 36)





1. for 30 calendar day!fl, ending with call date:
a. Cash and duefrom banks (corresponds to item.1rgOsove)
b. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements.;o resell (corresponds to, item
e. Total loant .(COrrelponds to item 9a. above)
eneerregiatfte-ausintronererr Mere- reeeletponelt ta-MenlIMIthda- Rithri-31r61ti4-3b befotv)
e. Total deposits (corresponds to item 24 above)

































4 1 ,1 36
(Par value)
8 above)














2. Standby letters of credit outstanding (as of cat' date)
3. Time deposit! of 5100,000 or more (as of call date): .
,. a. Time certificates of deposit in denominations of 5100.000 or more
b.' Other time deposits in amounts of 5100.000 or more - 
... ... Cashier •  , eke above-named bank, do solemnly
brue mad tartest to eke but of my knowledge and belief.
.11
1;Teele of Kentucky , Co;inia
Sworn to and subscribed before war Mit 10th „
and 1 hereby artily-tan t I am not lei offices As





















that Om report of coulitien •
130
Directors:
1ic:May •  
an444Y „
.1A.14.er,






Roll R leas d For Period 
The foiloWing students have
achieved an academic
standing of iron! to 3.00 ,
for the second nine weeks •
-"grading- period -at--Mnrray -
Middle School, according to
- Billy P.; Outland, principal.
Seventh Grade-
Tammy Andrews, Claire
Bell, Robert .Billington, Jon
Billington, Bill Boledng, Tim,
--BTovnt,--Mike-Gbildress,-Kathy--
• Curry,





Diana Duncan, Kim Ed-
-mends; • Gay Evans, Jon
Farless, Sharlisa Ford, Mike
Garland, Mary Ann Gerdon,-
•
Tina Swift, Jimmy Sykes,
- Lynnette Thompson, Jill
Xittoinpson, Brenda. Towery,
' Scott Turner, Doug Tutf,lfae
UMW, Ben Underwqpd...Terri.
Wells, Sandra Whaley, Amy
77-71
Whitiow. NEW PASTOR The RI& -
Karen Green, Angie Hale,
Randy Halley, Cindy Haws, Today's Meetings
Lisa Harrison, /
David tleadiott, Harriet n Frankfort
Hoed, • Mark- Hasson& -Linda
o son, CherylJohnston, FRANKFORT, Ky. (AR) -
anlette Kelly, Thait.:.14 ilme_amitle-ithedided-chm..--d.
he has pasfcried the Midoiiir-rOrniance by minors. firomoting
ouse Bill Would Protect
Children From Pornography
g...Lana.-.LBsake.-lano--mmermlieettrar-for-aphtir._. ----------- . —
Teresa Ford, "Glenda Fox,. Kay Loving, sarnir mah
foud,
Gary Galloway, Karen Jeff Miller, Stacy Mobley,
Hainsworth, Bettie Moore, Don Moseley,
Velvet Jones; Holly Knight; uh1e Mcpitosh, Diane
Laurie Lovett, Missy Mobley, McMillen, David McMillen,
- Kim Oles,..lonathan.OVerbey, Keine Ovesle-Y, Eam _Padgett, .
John Purdom, Melanie Roit; Leta- Paci, stadyn,
Notpa Rousse.. SI19 aline Fithian, Chlii5
Lori Schanbacher, Priddy, Brett Puckett,' Kathy
Stout, Whitney Taylor, Mary Roberts, Gene Rogers, Cheryl
ThibodeatniT Jimmy West, Rose, Karla Russell, Lisa
Samantha Wilder, Lisa Russell, Todd - Rutherford,
- _Wilson. • David ScTimaltz, Laura Seam,
•". E;hibtlt Grade- 41tate Shepard,
Aisne Adam's, Mark Austin, Gina Shipley, Natalie
Paul Amnia, 'Carol Beaman.. Simpson, Bill Smith, Carol
Tracy-. Beyer, SWIM Blivin, Spann, Teresa Suiter, Sheila





Senate, Regular . Meetings
9 a.m.-Banking and Insur-
ance, Room 316, .Capitol.
• 9 ain.-Labor and Industry,
Room D, Capitol Annex.
10;30 za.m..-n-Pubbe. 144144e,
and Transportation, Roam b,
-
a.m.-5t-0P_ Govern-





Natural Resources, Room C,
• FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) --7.Cldldren
• would be protected from sexual ex-
ploitation by adults under legislation
- sent to- the House floor
sideration.
oust-- 'Judiciary-Statutes
Comipittee Wednesday voted 12-0 with.
one abstention to report out House Bill
155, which would make it a felony to use
children in pornographic films,
magazines or other material depicting
sexual perforrhances.
'The meastite also would make it a
felony to distribute more than one "unit
of male-dal" delicUng sexiiiF Pei--
Jones said that child pornography
has been a problem in Jefferson
County, bit that is not a. statewide
problem. •
"We want to address it before it
-becomeal-Widespread and serious
problem in the state;" he said. "After
all, we only meet once every two
years."
Another co-sponsor, Rep. Louis
DeFalaise, R-Fort Mitchell, said he
believes the legislation will meet
. constitutional tests, even though it may
infringe on First Amendment rights,.
He cited a recent U.S. Supreme Court
Biptist Church near Hick- ...orostitation- among 'children under 46- • decision- which said theta law with an
man. He is now residing at
the Church parsonage which
is adjacent to the Emmanuel
church building. The church
welcomes those of the corn-
mnaity-'1O
James rFortner ot Hickman
has accepted the pastorate
of the Emmanuel Baptist
Church located on Highway
121 Bypass. The Rev. Fortner
-is-a-native et Fulton-County
an for th-e dast four years.
would also become a felony under the
legislation.
Rep. Robert Jones, D•Crestwood, a
co-spohsor, said the bill is designed to
protect children from beiog exploited in
pornographic way by. parents ant.
said. -oth
ers.
incidental effect on freedom of ex-
pression ;does not violate the First
Amendment of the Constitution if it is
within the constitutional powers of the.
government and furthers an important
interest unrelated to the suppression of
free expression. _
Several committee --Mseiberr--ex-
pressed concern that the legislation's
much more restrictive definition of
obscenitygoes too far.
"We don't want tri get into the
position where tthis) definition of ob-
scenity could be applied across the
board," said Rep. Mark Fitzgerald, D-
Cynthiana.
The committee amended tb-e---
legislation so that its definition of ob-
scenity applies only to minors.
The committee also reported out
House Bill 126, which would shift fun-
ding for a statewide pre-trial release
program from_the general fund to the
Administrative Office of the Courts.
Meanwhile, the Seliata-Contalittosaa-
Judiciary-Statutes reported out Senate
Bill 69, which would make it illegal to
use certain weapons used in Japanese
martial arts.
• The legislation would amend the state
penal code to includedefinition of such
deadly weapons as nunchaku karate -
sticks, death star or plastic knuckles. • -
...*************** *********************************-k****************************** •
8 a.m.-Elections and Con- •
it ti 1 Amendments, *st u ona
Room 305,_ 
* •10 a.m.-Appropriations ,st




By The Assocciated Press terrorist training going
 on in Room C, Annex.
CAIRO (AP) - Egyptian Libya and Lebanon,
 "Special Meetings: -4t
• and Israeli military "Many_of 
these terrorists 10 a.m.-Joint .Cities Corn- leg
negotiatiors met today for are being trained in
 camps in mittee, Room 327 Capitol, on
their. dge-bnd session to abistiss --Libya and Lebanon by organ- House Hai 74_ -
Israel's concern for its tioncedhyt1 v1 t Union." 
ututionaL_Amendmentc_t_iza. tions that the lves are 9 an -House FAectio 9aqd
security„..ibe _ • • —
, committee headed by Israeli lEissinger said. - • Committee, 
room 205, Capitol. * •
fJefense--- Minister - Ezer. - — ' • Time change 'fro
m regular '0
- Weizman and Egyptian War WASHIN
GTON ( AP) -One . meeting. . __ • *
*
Minister Mohammed Abdej of 'Congre
ss' most powerful *
.. _ Many _Gormawiy is to beAr A 
leaders.on tax matters says he Softy  Shows *
---- rreportfroluthebritelf ehisioU-4-Ko_f_kA miller- tax illt 
this - 
-a
Minimal Effectsstaff, U. Gen. Mordechai Gur Year than the $25 billion Pres- . 
From toal-Strike 4(1
Citing a stronger than ex-
• 1,
and then hold a general thy dent Carter is expected to
=son - pose-later this month.
- pected economic recovery, 
FA.NKFORT, Ky. ( AP)-
. . .
-MANAGUA, Nicaragua Rep- &Ullman, chairman 
of A state Department of Energy.; *,
(AP) - Fiery Orotests, the- House Ways and Means se
rveY maned to. 22 ;de* - •
teargas barrages peppered Committee, said a $25 billion 
noautility coil users ' in 41
• -with-bullets fired into the air - tax 
reduction is too high and_ Kentucky during the last half ; -
and calls for a mass.rally and might.Br_ove ignatt9na.r.Y. 
of December indicates that
24-hour business shutdown NATIONAL 
the impact -of the United Mine
swept Managua in advartee_ci BADEN:Pa. (AP
) - People Workers strike will 
remain 14
-Inhume until next month. ;
State Energy Commissioner *
Damon Harrison said that *
even if the strike is still *
contiouing in late February,
its impact will be moderate on *
_the notunining economy of
Kentucky. ' 
Harrison cautioned that We 4(
_ _
survey represents estimates
and, thus, the results are only *
indications of energy needs in *
the near future.
However, he said, the *
overall- energy outlook for- ic
Kentucky this winter is ac-
ceptable, barring a severe





the funeral this afternoon of in this steelmaking region 
are
assassinated publisher Pedro turning to guns 
to protect
Joaqui Chamorro. themselves from a kille
r who
Police fired volleys of tear has slain seven of their 
neigh-
gas and bullets into the air to bors,
disperse the rampaging John Shelkons, 5
6, a steel7
crowds, which splintered off worker, was killed by 
a
from ari- estimated 30,000 shotgua blast in his- home
mourners escorting early Saturday. His 
wife,
Chamorro's glass-topped Kathern, 48, is hosp
italized in
coffin to La Prensa's office for fair condition after 
being
an overnight wake, beaten and apparently l
eft for
WASHINGTON dead.
WASHINGTON - In three earlier attacks
 on
Former Sea•etary of -State couples, the men were killed
Henry A. Kissinger says the by shotgun blasts 
and the
Sliviet Union is at least- in- women were beaten to 
death















All accounts are insured up to $40,000 and interest is compounded daily from date of deposit to date of withdrawal. Passbook Accounts
may add to or withdraw at any time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum. Dividends may be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-
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*CHRISTMAS CLUB ACCOUNTS EARN 5% INTEREST* -7
Advisory Board Members
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em on coa g
Drake admitted that at this
stage, "it's a tremendous
uphill battle" for Kentucky to
UNDERSTANDING
MENTAL HEALTH
a health column from the
Alcohol. Drug Abuse, and
Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department -of Health.
Education, and Welfgre
MUNI a Handle on
cc..!;_b_.V.J.s__*§iglieStie&Siiir t---Seresil••;dvi;i•?aistraeliata '. irm.........9t . ,._OLIII11LTLIkelIk_.#tat would. 011ul .ppograms,"_: -•-.-,....- ,Jr...-...—ff21C4
,..,PLak.9 Odd. 
bids the state from making ,aproposed site in Daviess future financing of energy A sh 1 an d demonstration
pipeline quality gas, called by stress are going to occur
gas, ram coal. throughout everyone's life.
Drake said the federal gov- what can a person do about
ernment bypassed the site in handling it? Doctors writing
its selections, but that Ken- in "Current Iyalth" have
come up with/a few sugges-
tions 
is "pursuing other
alternatives" in the hope of.n7tions °°-)19•1":11.. 
to live ve-dh-
keeping the project alive. ---- -.-.: 1. iffeittroff stress-4f you
He and other state energy. are angry or upset, try to
officials testified before the blow off steam physically by
Joint Appropriations and activities such as running,
'Revenue Committee on the playing tennis, or gardening.
-itateia $50 million energy truir------2:141k out your worries
fund. - - -- , -It 'h
elps to share WOrrieS
with-- Someone you trust and
The 1974 Legislature obli- respect. This may be a friend,
gated the money for the Texas family member, clergyman,,
Gas project during the energy teacher, or counselor. Some-
crisis so that Kentucky would times another person can help
be in the running for new you see a new side to your
sources of energy. problem and, thus, a new solu-
Drake said that $14 million Lion. If you find yourself be-
of the $50 million earMarked coming pre
occupied with emo-
for the project actually has 
tional problems, it Might be
wise to seek a professional
been appropriated and added listener, like a guidance coun-
that some $4 million will be selor or psychologist.
sought for-the next two fiscal 3. Learn to accept what
years. He said the program-- you cannot change-If the
eS
future legislatures to spend
money. •
He said the possibility of
committin mone be ond
I take said that although his
agency is asking nothing this
time for the Texas Gas
project, it would seek $4.4
',fl • I si
for conunitments made to
various industrial partners in
coal conversion projects.
He said the liquifaction
project near Ashland would be
finished in one year and would--
be the first such program
completed with trust funds:
There also is a 'gentlemen's
agreement" between the stati
and the -Ashland Oil Co. to
make a study of the cost of a
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Most of- the state's energy
trust fund has been allocated
for a coal conversion project
$35 million to date.
State energy officials said
they don't think the federal
government is placing enough..
win approval from the U.S. for
a demonstration site.
Drake said that if industry
comes up' with 50 percent of
wes en c
may never be built.
That was the upshot of testi-
mony by Kentucky energy
officials Wednesday.
In a special hearing before a
legislative committee, David
Drake, administrator of the
Kentucky Center for Energy
Research in Lexington, said
that the state has spent




extends through 1%6. problem is beyond your con-
million
front end... we could get Itbe 
1980 "scares me" an
suggested outright a p-
federal governmentlialrr-propriations rather than
interested_" -/" passing responsibility to
All told, Kentucky /lias future general assemblies.
begun or is planning energy But Spencer Harper, a
Projects which would cost a Louisville lawyer who at-
total of $668 million if theY tended the hearing, disagreed,
came to fruition. arguing that the fund is legal
Rep. Joseph Clarke, D-Dan- because it is for an express
vile, the appropriations corn- purpose and for a specific
rnittee chairman, questioned period.' -
whether the act setting up the Clarke said that "we need to
trust fund was constitutional:-
He said the constitutiofl. for-
look seriouRy at where-the- commercial facility using the
money is-coming from and at technolagY developed by the
•
enate Measure Would Revamp OLGA KORBUT WEDS - O
lympic Gold Medalist Olga Korbut and Soviet pop
musician Leonid Bortkeyich celebrate their wedding in Minok.
(AP taimplkoto)
tate Public Health Service rii0-*********************--***
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The state's public health serv-
ices would be revamped under
a bill that has been introduced
in the Kentucky Senate.
The bill would set up the new
office of surgeon general, with
the holder of the post
becoming the state's chief
medical officer. The surgeon
general would advise all
segments of the Human
Resources Department on all
public health matters, in-
cluding any actions needed to
protect public health.
The bill, introduced by Stn.
Danny Yocum, 1)-Louisville,
would also turn the commis&
sioner of health services, now
The difficulty with-the- 1101 at this time, try Your thetop medical officerin state
Texas Gas project, be said, best to ac
cept it until TOL- government, into an adminis-
was lack of contributions ' can change 
it. • trator essentiallyby rertioVing
4. Avoid self-medicationthere aie many the requitement that heinchis match the -sate
outlay. licensed physician.chernicaik including alcohol,
Drake said that the U.S. that can niailt stress symp- In other action, Sen. Torn
Energy . Aggearch and toms they do not help you Easterly, D-Frankfort, pro-
Developtnients-Administrationdialt-'tci-tht stress itself. posed a modification of a recc;'
now part of the federal Many are habit forming, so
 ornmendation on competency
DeifiWtment----it Energy; The We them - testing for high school seniors
required that half the ultimate 
should belongto your doc- 'croposed by the Governor's
tor. Se - m,a form 
cost be borne by private - Task Force on Education but
sources. 
of flight reaction that can '•• rejected by Gov. Julian
cause more stress than it Carroll.The estimated cost of the . salves.
project is $400. million. The Carroll is not supporting a5. Get enough sleep and
state has committed $30 rest-Lack of sleep can lessen proposal to require high
industry,-;- your-ability to---deal witit---7.sehool seniors to pass a
stress by making you more competency test in the basic
irritable. Most people need at .learning skills before they
least4even to eight-hours , of graduate. Easterly 's bill
sleep out of every 24.
6. Balance work and Tees-
reation-"All work and no
play can make Jack a nervous
wreck." Schedule time for
recreation to relax your mind.
Although'inactivity can cause
boredom, a little loafing can
ease stress.
7. Do something for
others-Sometimes when you
are distressed, you concen-
trate too much on yourself
and four situation. When this
happens, it is often wise to do
something for someone else,
.and get your mind .oe of
8. Take one thing- at a'
arid private
"We do more





People don't come to H&R
Block just to have their tax
forms filled out. They come
because Block can help them
save money. We dig for every
honest deduction and credit.
That's Reason No. I why
H&R Block should do your
taxes.




am to pm Weekdays




testing for high school seniors,
and while not barring them
from graduating, would note
on their certificates if they
failed the tests.
- A bill aimed at protecting
life and health insurance
policy holders against the
failure of their insurance
company was introduced by
Sen. Tom Garrett, D-
Paducah.
The bill would create the
Kentucky Life and Health 
surance Guaranty
Association, which would
time-It is defeating to companies licensed r_
tackle all your tasks-at once:- assess. allto write life and- healthInstead, set some aside and
work on the most urgent._ .surance policies and annunity
9: Give in once in awhile ccintracts in Kentucky for a
-If you find the source of fund to reimburse people
your . stress is other people, whose insurance companiel
_try girng. instead of fight.- fail or lose their licenses.
ing arid:inelStinG You are al- A bill which will be backed
ways right. by Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall, a
10. Make yourself avail--
strong opponent to a proposedable-When you are - 'bored
and feel left out, go where constitutional convention, was
the action is. Sitting alone introduced to allow more than,
will just make you-more frus- two constitutional amend-
trated--ltittatt-et -withdraw- ments to be offered by a
- ing and feeling sorry for particular- session of the
yourself, get involved.' General Assembly.
Final Winter Clearance
SALE
KING'S DEN  MEWS CLOTHING 
We will be CLOSED Wednesday, jan.-11 MARKING
EVERYTHING DOWN.
Ono Rock Corduroy Coats so Now S20
Ties - 50%
All Sweaters - 50% O'fF 
All OFF
(One Group Ties - 91')
All Leather Coats - 50% or" Jeans - 25% 50% Off
Al Sport Shirts - 50%All Shoes - 50% Off OFF
All Denim jackets - 50% orr oa atiow
All Belts - 25% 50% c,F
•Nici charges:, No Layaways
'No Due Bilk *All Sales final
• •AMerations F•Ara -11,




and chairman of the com-
mittee which will consider it,
said he was optimistic that it
be changed to place a specific
ceiling on the number of
amendments that could be
offered.
Garrett also introduced a
measure to stiffen the
penalties. for growing
marijuana. The bill would
provide for sentences 'of
between one and five years in
prison and a fine of between
$3,000 and $5,000, or both,"ftir ibe•
persons convicted of growing Ls
more than 50 marijuana
p
-- Among the- bills introduced 1.1(
lants.
ip the House Wednesday were
measures to make a patron of I(
a prostitute subject to 4r
criminal penalties; to allow
culiciionwealth attoriagykskii--_-7,
county attorneys to • elm 4(
concealed weapons; to set up a(
a state researc.ti effort on'
sudden infant death syndrome And Invite everyone To Come By and Enjoy the Same Fine
and to raise the compensation i[k- Food and Friendly Service As Always
of General Assembly em- .i•
ployees by five dollars a day.
11111fiCE*
Charles & Sally Gray
Still Own & Operate
Colonial House Smorgasbord
***************************
WE BOUGHT OUT THE
ENTIRE FACTORY .STOCK
TO BRING YOU THIS
OUTSTANDING BARGAIN!
FEATURES 'POWER BAR" METER
AND.LED -CHANNEL INDICATOR
E F. Johnson's USA-made 40-channel Messenger'
4125 has exchtsive-s34041.414ipP
thesizer plus "vote taiforerr iio circuitry for
clean sound, electronic speech compression for
improved transmit range, ANL, -variable squelch
and ruby red LED channel readout. Positive or
negative ground for use in any vilthicle. With power










JOHNSON Ca CLOSEOUT AVAILABLE AT STORES BELOW AND PARTIaPATING DEALERS. _
Olympic Plaza
North 12th Extended
DivisioN Orr,•:". CLAPORA tON








FOR FRIDAY, JANUARY La, irs
What kind of day will
taniorrow be'rriaind out whet
the stars say, read the fosecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARM.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) dr
Stellar influences fairly
try-to dityloo
,at once. Indications of
help from unexpected sources.
Make ready for new
arrangements, possibly a
s444.0N-AFGWereglat-Pek
(Apr. 21 to.May 21)





(May 23 z to Jime 21) g451-
" 
' Safttering energies and..
jothy- are the two extreMes
which could hamper progress,
:now. Follow a sound,
--the-road policy and you can
reap a fine harvest.
CANCER
1June 22 to July 21)
.— Your innate industriousness
- and kitackfor performing under
pressure can be a boon now - if
you do not listen to dissenters
and pessimists.
LEO.
(July14 to .Aug. 23)
Don't try to "get by" on your
personality and DO avoid
outdated methods, deviation
from essentials. Be objective;
yield where you should.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept 23) nt)Ii.
























and others), AND -
3. Can not get the





call Bonnie Ashby at
753-5362.
for efficiency. Take a 'cue' from
competitors-as-10 what TO DO
and what NOT torlo. You can be
indifferent sir enth5siastic., It's
up to-you!
LIBRX
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Especially _favored now_i_
business interests and personal
relationships. Display your
efficient and amenable side and
you can't help but earn
SCORPIO-
-"Met 2410 .2Wil erV
Avoid tendencies • to
_psrastgiett or to work
goal, maintain a steady and
. reasonable tempo, and step
progressively toward it.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 23)
You may be called upon to
make. weighty decisions.
Ho*ever, this should not daunt
_ the well-develop_ed Saggtartan
- who, even in t..* most critical
moments, thinks clearly and
astutely.
CAPRICORN ,
---(-Dec. 22 to Jaa.-20)--
. If you missed out on
something during the early part
of the week and it is still
desirable, try for it now.
-Planetary influences helpful.
AQUARIUS . •
(Jan 21 to Feb:19) *10
Review Your plans, methods;
note where ,yoti can better
situations. gliminate anxiety;
supplant with precautions and
gqod management Work to
avail oversights.
PISCES • 1.1
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) "
You may have to ease up in
some respects. But NOT ease
out or fade out. A really fine day
for- atcomplishment if you gee
well organized and-maintain an
-e70.1 .P_IKe•
mauco€1•4511.
1407 W. MAIN* PHONE 7534682 JsoPned1;Jan
Specials Good We Reserve Tile Right To Limit Otiantities




dexterous. You think quickly.
„act speedily - but alwa_mrtth
precision and attitrocy.
tremely versatile, there are
-- many fields in which you:4:0dd
carve an eminent career. Best
outlets for your talents; how-
ever,. are scitnr-s, 'iterative,
education-AM the law; width
could eventually lead you to
politics and (or) statesmanship.
Trnits to curb: lealouay,
trinodinepiagLandue suspicion
of others. Birthdate of: litraffa
Alger; Amer: author fasted --
especially for juvenile stariaa);
Salmon P. Chase, Amer. jurist.
statesman.
C.,xpntri. the third largest
island in the Mediterranean,
was the site of early Phoeni-
cian and Greek 'colonies. In
1571, it passed from the rule of
Venice to that of the Ottoman
Empire,- under_ which...it re-
monied until 16714 when it was
ceded to Great Britain. Cyprus
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N 'Ia. V ROM AP. Y SEIM OR COLOR MfGATIVE
177'-W132S39
1 Ilat/T 1 ENLAIIIGMENIC PER COUPON
Abr 10;0 "A BIG
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Slidc &Movie sL 30
Processing
xPOSUILE SLIQICS
S.perli or Replay iklamora
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statute into conformity with _
reality " would _allow a11 _
school districts in the state to
provide special programs and
services to some areas of the
distnct and not to others.
Existing state law only
allow; such specialized ser-
vices in Jefferson County.
---SH24, to require all se
The committee deferred ac- tlistricts to use the fiscal year
non on a measure that would- beginning jun, 1 and ending
require local boards of --June 30.
education to have -a written 34, raising the amount
policy-iiit- student eondutr'-uf building improvements and
rather than making teachers materia4- a local board can
Fesponigile for holding ntlpils contraalor withiint bidding
strict account lir  their frtgn $2,500 to $5,090,
business community to pass Fifty-five percent of those 
sTrance is to lay off workers," stIPPort." , conduct.
' legislatioh or make sub- favorably 23 bills which been Johnson said his group
legislation aimed at easing responding said they carried " 
oJ hnson added.
stantive changes," Karem - pee-filed by the Joint „interim Action also was 
deferred on
what is said to be a crisis in product liability insurance; 24 
No specific liability legisla- "definitely wants an 8-10-year
-Said. "Weviewed mint Of the ' - Education Committee. The statute' of limitations" on 
a bill to give local boards •
percent indicated difficulty in 
tion has yet been in ced in
.'' changes - as- . purely- bills now go to the full Senate product liability insurance. the Legislature, but a proposal lawsuits' ' 
greater discretion in granting'. .
-. -1Hiuseclealing.”.--- - ' with the recommendation they . The Governor's Conunission obtaining the insurance, is exThp,ted to ome o Gov. in 
addition, be added, ewe teachers leaves of absence. _
- - aimed at reducing the cost or-had to raise pipes because or.- mentioned ale subject .in
Juliar--n Ca roll' ad. would like to see specific 
de- • 'which now are given only for _ _
governetir-listed which a business- -educational or professional
• - rnan--e-outer-ge in responSele-rairPeaeit--
_ on Product Liability has Sixty percent of the bust-._ _ However; Sen. Robert pass.
larrin D-laelimantl-saldlie :,. Among. 'the measures 10 
recommended legislation --misses responding said they oinisb,-at-on---:---The
Controversial Bills May Emerge Fronvatrnmiftee
FRANKFORT,--Kr-i-AP)..----felt some of the recommended proved-was one that would r
Many bills before the Senate changes were substantive and
Education_ C1,mm1tfiedi r'-iiiieht generate Luritruvri yf.
being described its He pointed to a bill that
bOusecleanIng measures, but-----would require -a hearing
'some may generate con- before a pupil could be
troversy anyway. suspended or expelled from
Sen. David Karem, D-Louis- school.
c p nary proceedings are teacher conduct. He said the
peal the provision for a profes-• handled through other reason Ow commission had
3lutud 4“.1:1CCb LIN11111i.1.111411 Channel& , ---not-functioped in the past was
to review charges of teacher Martin expressed Sortie ton- ebecause -no one eve& was able.-
misconduct. -cirri about dissolving the con'1,--to - bite the bullet an
Karem said the commission mission, saying there should proceed"
is no loiter active and dis- be some avenue for reviewittl_: However, after receiving
:
assurances that there are
 r procedures ta hiandle
the commission' sy reapon-
Martin ms as- the
motion to approve' the' bill.
. Another measure which Ka-
...rem said would "bring the
vile, chairman of a statute re- That bill, along with some
view subcommittee created. others on which there were aViiiia Is-Pressured-Pressured-Whatis Saidby the 1976 General Assembly—questions Wednesday',
"We tried to find those laws
which -,have .been declared
---urlEciriStitutionaL are outdated
or have been made unuseable.
"We took the specific direc-
tion not-to- get WO-.entwine-in& -
to review Kentucky's -eluding a bill banning state - ---
educational statutes, said that officers and members of the
General Assembly from



















la its filed injury or increased insurance costs Both Sens Keti Gibsen
_ property loss resulting wastri -12 percent .said they had to address to the General misuse or modification 
of the Madisonville, and Ed Ford, 
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Prefix - '' 28 Conjunction 31/13undle
with 29 Prefix 40 Son of
Boundary three . Adam
41 RockfishMeasuring 30 Weaken 42 Fiber plantdevice 32 Indefinite 43 Time longHigh ' , amount since pastmountain 35 Carnivorous 44 SicilianMalay mammal volcanogibbon 36 Tour 45 Musical
The self 38 Spaniel)
Querulous article:-
L W
— AmthergrauPWednesda"ahneca'said"addinglait-a- () Livestocit aim-lard• began its campaign in the percent of the group's Ken-
To Be Crisis In Product Liability Measure----
FRANKFORT, Ky. lAP)- perieniteit-an
Kentucky lawmakers are increase-a-aver 50-pereuitin 
situatienT, the oniy financial al- ialikAWISS-411 -imaniethinil We
could really get behind andtentative to -not- carry in- . _
under pressure from 'the the last year. -
uider_ 
wsuit over an "State of the Commonwe •alth" lawsuits. They 
includeCrossword P
ACROSS
1  rim -2
e 5 Novelty 3
8 Containers 4
12 Reverberation 5
13 Beverage 614 Dye plant


































--- -.fabric .._ 




. - favorably by the Education. •Commerce and Associated December 1977.
Industries of Kentucky, also 'These figures indicate the Farmers Block Entrance _ Conunittee Included:..have_called fet_ loch legis- problem Could have a serious . -SB 14, deleting .penalties
lation. impact on employment,"
T
General Assembly for new .tuckit members—are--retail-:— By The Associated prep,- -demonstration- in- -Franklin
laws to protect the small businesses. - _ About
businessman from prohibitive "If the sznalt_businessman, 
piokuptruo% tractorsan Wednesday mhelngoggi tod erowdinginu to:wnithen8, ma first
market's
.inseeanee rates and excessive who employs between 10 and striking buiners btedied the parking. area and making no -
claims. 100 people, continues* this
the National Federation of ,In- WHAT MAKES 
entrance to the Franklin, Ky. effort to block its entrance.
Don Robinson, representing livestock market for several Around noon, the farmers,
dependent Business, was- at ellESSIE RUN? 
- hours until the deinenstrators said to come mainly from sev-
ient- Capitol 
. NEW YORK f A -_ Amer. were 'promised -that - the en- Kentucky- and Tennessee




























 survey hisorganization'----around the market"s_entrance
concluui.cu among its 5.292 legged fr' r errs to the and asked in apeale with its
members in Kentucky. recent article in Wallaces
Distr. -IT Veiled Feature Syndicate. Inc.
defective products. -drop a product or product line product after purchase and a' Cynthiane, expressed concernAssembly.
kind -T-1 iislatiOW-tliat 
change in ownership of the about poseible abuses thatVarious orgenizations -because of inturance
epresenting industry- and-problems---0P- --the threat of- 
Johnson said, "We feel the
business that originally sold could result from.. the.
business, including • the. lawsuit. The survey was e e- the product, he said. measure.will come out of the Other' bills reported-Kentucky Chamber of conducted in November and 
probably
Of 631 responses so far, 50 Farmer. ; 
farmers drove their vehicles owners. That request was





.. devised a logging prow= for hours. Franklin 
is located in. the market growE.the .dein-
. fag MN Service - 2- 'flabby; heart -disea8e-prone southerfr Kentucky
--near- the_oastration broke up after the
.0.0_ Maul dairy cattle confined to inactive 
Tennessee border, farmers received a promise
-lives of- eating, drinking, res- Members of .the .American . from one of the -owners,
being znilked-and produc- Agriculture_ movemeid. who Willard Kepley, that the
ing one calf a year,-the farm are- demanding higher profits market, which holds one(sele
magazine says: weekly, would be closed Jan.
far .druu. 
mpg, yuntrialink_---AroTied-pace; while moving tail.- 
aon the” t riractimo 
products,- also
18.
Henderson in western Ken- However, Kepley said' theAmechanimanilscwalalexkiercisag aetrak_speeP•na-
gagnum inuagg. gates push-the cows around-a 
tuc_ky,. Ahr*I00-vehicies-were Wednesday's sale- would be
cows are Ancooperative, !nest traffic jar's:- _ 
--_____ head of cattle, ad been
involved, creating a mile-long held as scheduled riuse 500fenced ring.- Although a few
have responded positively-'w--On MeafraYi southwestern -- delivered ap4 ,had 
to-- be
the-jogging program, the publi-r-X-Ehtucky farmers-  began disposed of
Cation reports. 
-/'
. ....ts. ' efforts to close down 
most A de
---- -Wgrlculture-related businesses hand_
f or a two-week period. st , on, but no incidents were
The farmers began their reported.
Artcraf t Studios
Its O. IRA 75341335
It.. Porblog at Itwo Dow
iimimenow 
GUESS WHAT, SIR _WHEN
60T HOME AND TOLD
MY MOTHER ABOUT FALLING
ON THE ICE, SHE CALLED
-144E-PCCTOR-...
HE TOLD YOU TO TAKE NO, THANK YOU, SIR ...
IT EASY, HUH? WELL, I'M JUST 601N6:10-LIE
THAT MAKES SENSE -CAN HERE, AND TRY 10 READ
I GET YOU ANYTHIN6 ? 'PILGRIM'S PRO6a55"
1 -YOU WOULDN'T HAVE-
ME STAND_ MI:ERE-- -









"14 S1S Un•ted Feature S nclicatee. Inc









•$p4 THEY \ "pN4nrro44
THREATENED ON ROuGNNECK5."
VV., I SAW OLP JLIN6L E
• Rep- sAvi
IF THE FALL ON THE





for violation of state law
relating to Bible reading
schools and removing the ban
cilt-books critical of any
system of healing.
-SB 19, providing for com-
pensation of school board
members on ki calendar year..
rather than a fiscal year basis,
MISS YOUR PANE
s._ eloe_ hes _Et_
received Ha boothdellisood
espy et Ebo AlotwAy 10011140-0.
Ana by $30 eJa._1111eirio• 
*Way or by 330v. al. ea SOW
Roys aro orpod to col 753-1/16'
botw000 5:30 p. owl 6
riteedev-irldey, or 3:30
sod 4p. ot. Setonboys, to inure
delivery of tits onwspopos. Cal,
mot be *cod by 6 p.n. 'rook-








,Iraii Come  See Us!
-
Mon-Thanift-am-5-pin
Fri. -Sat.1 am - 930 pm




Sofa Beds and Recliners












- 25-to 50% OFF
25 To 50% Off





Sectional Pits 30% Off
Mattresses & Box Springs 25%





451 South 16th St., Paducah, Ky.
IN STOCK
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THE . undersigned. has been appointed
EXECUTRIX of the Estate of LOYAL T. BUCY.
ALL persons having claim s against or being
indebted to said estate, are notified to present
their claims according to the laws of the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky, to' IR* hereinafter
named person in the manner and within the time
asprescribed by said laws.
MRS. RUBY A. CUNNINGHAM
312 West 14th Street
Benton, Kentucky, 42025
,ifilig FACTS =
I How may we be said?
Acts 2:38, "Repent, be
baptized." Matthew _
19 : 17, "Keep the
commandments."
Matthew.24:13, "Endure
to the- 'end." These are
four stepswitich there is
no Bible way to change.
For, Bible help call 753-







  Mairk  
-
COLOR POR4I'liAITS,
bring us yours for extra-
Matte-froin-any
into -any- aise. _
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
__x 10. 2,40. Fast service.'
-Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free par-king-
• lot, tin our rear en-
trance.
iour Valen •




































_ Saturday. 1 to 9.. Sunday.













wanted. Top pay. Good
tips. Part time or full
time. Call 444-9223




Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.























o p - 
portunities are
unlimited. Apply- in




'hours week. Call 753-
7624.
COOKS AND CAR HOPS
 at Sonic Drive- AppiP
- lit person.
WANTED ONE LARGE CHESTDISTRIBUTORS.. :X per cent to4801.11111-....freeeef, cheap,
Total Image Alpha II • off storewide atCallerY,
Ultra Diet. Earn money Dixieland Center. One
and loose weight. Call 
V 
week only..
Linda or Fred at 502-527-
GIFT SHOP,- -10 years
same location, Main
Hwy., Lakes Area, Good
established Tourist
Business. Call 502-527-
_ 1227 for location.
• GROW EARTHWORMS





Collect ( 303 )• 778-1026.
LOST SUNDAY a five
month old female
Beagle in GateabOrough
area near Doran Road. -
Answers_to name Annie.
Wearing white and tan
collars. Call 759-1991.
FOUND LIVER SPOT-
TED bird dog, female.
qrthof _Lynn._Grove_










to P. 0. Box 32Q.
SALES CAREER
LIMITED TRAVEL
We we eiwieferterers of dlowicei speciiillties for the insiestriel,
institetiewsl and ceorawirciol sorbet s.
If you.,..lard worker wills strong kicks P. swami, (soles
osperiorics optional) we will invest wer now wed sowery a Iteip
yev become soccessfel.
MO to $350 wee* drew end incentives wine ram. eon-
In's_-.4.1triliALAN1412441W MAIL_benefits. '
Send Resume to: DELTA FOREMOST CIEIRICAL
P0 Box 30310. Memphis, Tenn. 311130
or phave 9015438-5150
As, Equal OPPertuflifY EmPioYer
TEXAS OIL COMPANY








law office. Typing and
some shorthand
required. Write Box 618
in Murray, Ky. •
AUCTION SAL
Sat., Jae. 14S -1$ AM - Asia or nine
_ 11141iwXy all le NW seater of !Orkney, Ky.
Choice real estate. Over 300-ft. of highway
frontage.- Corner lot with large store building
suitable for grocery store, furniture or antique
shop, or a number of other uses. Building is two-
story block with 10 nice finished rooms upstairs,
2 nice apartments, also a nice large open lot over
300-fr. deep. Beautiful building lot' for home or
business. Has large 2-car garage set far back
That is presently. rented. Also large metal shop
building presently rented for a pottery shop.
Would make good clean-up shop, engine repair
or many other uses. This is your opportunity to
buy choice property at auctIttn.
Property sells at 12 -noon. Terms: 20% down
day of sale, balance on receipt of deed or within
30 days. Detailed announcements made day of
sale.
We will also be selling used furniture, ap-
pliances, some antiques. Electric stove, frost
free refrigerator, dinette set, end tables, hida-
bed, living room suite, beds and dressers, an-
tique handmade walnut rocker, %oak bed, coal
stove, work tables, pool table, rolls of upholstery
fabric, odds and ends.
For information call




Will • sell- -inventory --at '
cost and lease building.
Lakes area. Call 502-527-
ONE FIVE 0..P• raw
tiller. Worm drive. Two
years old. Excellent
condition. $200. Call 753-




old. New conditiorc 3130.
Call 753-1888 after 6 p.
m.
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again
with Blue Lustre.
Western Auto. h9me of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."
p. tiller. One 12 x 12
frame storage building.
Call after 4 p. m. 758-
1982 OWENS CRUISER
23 foot. Needs
reworking. With 1965 150
h. p. MerCruiser engine.





across from Post Office,
Paris, TN.





1227. SALE - RUTH'S
.101111/11111-- half off...Pantsuiti WOO- _ _Tam-
. LADIES' WEAR. Prices.. .,. FREE
Who financed fidueed En 2--- 
le
pechoni,our new pick-up? - reduced to 85.00- ino.
 Blouses,11".06,12.00: ---------C•ftified ey EPA




shirts, $4.00 sizes up to Kelly's Termite
4t: 4iluer-ieans, 171° ' - & Pest Control
reduced to 63.00. BIG
SAVINGS. Come to "'" """ ""' '"•''' "" 
f..... D• rief Op my moron fee seKirksey turn right on is ',Whet
1464, then go straight to 00 Sodth 13th St.Phone 753-3914Mt. Hehrew Church,' !i -
then turrileft. tpen 9 a. Roaches, Sliver Ful.







'downers  _and_ farmers
can now get group in-
surance -. (Excess
Major Medical) - at
low group rates. For a
• free brochure call
Bennett and Agsociatera,
203 South '5th Street,V. 
aTurray, 153-7271'd. 759-
1486.
"WANTED - Beaver - 2
, year. old breeding pair
for restocking wild area














position in local 114w car
dealership. Experience
not netessary,__ but •
willingness to work and
learn is. If you are
looking for a permanent
positibn with excellent
income opportunity,
• send complete. resume









my home V hours per
week. Starting January












- business start ups, first
and second mortgage
• loans, signature loans,
. up to 225,000, farm loans
-some 6L2 per -Cent-loans
All project; considered
Call '1..502-885-1795
1:101wepen 1 and 11 p.m., 7
days a week.
WANT TO BUY a high
chair, excellent con-
dition. Call 7534393. -
WANTED TO BUY
Good used up-right
piano. Call 753-1265 after
'










ning gas heater; model
• 
'
VR 50 MA13; 50,000 BTU
hourly input rating. $75.
Call 7534424.
USED CROSS TIES -
Excellent for land-
scaping_ or fence post.
Call after 4, 1-898-7950.
SLEEPER sofa, $75. Love
Seat, $50. Chair, $40.
Ottoman, $20. Call 753,
9448 after 5 p.m.
WANTED SUMMER
MIternitx cc,on1y.-LARD. --rFURNITURE,Size 12. Call 763-3493 "Washer and-dryjet-, $150.after 4 p.m.  Call 436-2775.










Main Street Texaco, 15th and Main. Equipped with
equipment and parts for all minor auto repair
Good Business Opportunity. Call 753-
7180.
Ky. lake and Five Acres
Now is the time to look at this 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home that was built in 1971. It is almost new on





P.tsTIuIdaq 716-1816 - 14 . T. tiotodrop, &eke,-
Marsha Horton 753 0765
)I) Business Since 1 9 56
81' ROHN-tower:Hinged
base plate ,and. top
-sect-ion..  Excellent
condition. $1. Call 753-
1888-aftert p. m.
CUSTOM MADE mat-
'tress for antique beds ot-
campere. -Huy . • ci




West Ky. Mattress and
F-arsiture 1136 South











ever. 25" color console
from $579.95. -We save
you money. Highway 94,
19 miles West of
Murray. Over 15 years
of Zenith sales and
service. Call 1-382-2174.
14 X 65 SAHARA mobile'
home. Partially fur-







12 x 54 MARIOTT two
bedroom gas heat. Nice.
Located Fox Meadows.
$4,500.00., Underpinned.




and air. Near school. On
big lot. $120 and deposit.
Call 436-2658.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Cill 7$3-3110.
OFFICE SPACE for rent
and secretary area. Call
any+ime 753-3257,
Mornings W-4140.
WANTED TO RENT acre
or two of air cured
tobacco. Hardy Outland,
436-5830.
WANTED - Two or 3
bedroom house. Prefer
in 'or close to town.









. trailer. China shoes,
Avon Nittles, dolls,
glassware, antiques,
baby items. Saturday 7-
6. 127 Riviera Cts.
Home for a Song - "Hey
look me over" 'and
discover what a bargain
this 3 bedroom brick
really is, with large den,
• patio and fenced in yard.
--Guested JO- Rpbertscer -
-ichOof district. 00177511,. •
1492, LORETTA JOHS:
REALTORS.
OW Ms Vast Om
Brand new Campground no
Rtr:- Sly -one -mite- from
Kenlake State Park. 26 new
pads - fully equipped to handle
100.314 acres allow for miech
future expansion. Residence,
office, equipment sheds and
shower building See it today
at $125.000.
Ruth Ryan,
APARTMENT 4 Nock REALTOR
from Campus. Hapeta---'-agermireaw
Call 753-12p. • After Nem, 3344538
ONE OR TWO GIRLS, 





ment No pets. Call 753-
3106.
SLEEPING ROOMS for
boyslor rent. One block
from University. Call




753-4109. COZY BUNGALOW -
- -Just listed.. this ex-
___Itemely neat and at-
tractive 2 bedroom brick
home in Lynn Grtme.
- --Recently redecorated
_ _home. on large lot and
---located only 6 miles
-, from Murray. Priced to
33. Rooms Fo Rent fast, under $20,000.
lOOMS 
near University. Girls 
Phone KOPPERUDFURNISHED ___-REALTY 753-1222 for
Community kit- more information.
chen and bath. $75 a 
month. Utilities paid.
Apply at Corvette
Lanes, 1415 Main St. or
phone 753-2202.
Highway, just one mile
from Murray.
proximately 140' high-




Ike horniebed 5 Isesireeis
Souse for 4 or S college girls.
Call 153•5$65 days sr
os aft*. 6 pan




EXTRA NICE 2 bedroom,
central gas heat. Near




• water. .Electric. 94 East.










rent, pasture land also
available. Call Mike
Brannactt , 753-8850
between 8 and 5.
AK( REGISTERED
German Shepherd.
Female, 6• months old.






feniales. $15. Call 437.
4164.














Puryear, Tn on black
top road. This can be
bought for less than
$600.00 per acre. About
55 acres are tendable.
Nearly 75 per cent of the
farm has good barb wite
fencing. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505




- ' listed near Kirksey.
• ExCellent producing
farm with ap- '
proximaily-HtteNable





7534222, or stop by -our
conveniently located








family. Not mug to
here as it is In tip-top' H.
condition and priced to
sell: Located Northwest
of ' Murray. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for information
on this home and all





Building Let - txcelfaist
portenity to purchase e chuhs
resistentiel let in 111414.8
Avalon se lieesiond Or. Ow
to shopping centers,
cherdses. Only $3.
Resinedeini 3 bedroom from
with 21 scree ef Wow., Cow
ty's Awn fureniend. Leafed
only Idles wort of likorrer,
*is isrst is tempi** famed.
bsciwirtsbowes bow as/ Ism
*a a sedan form*" Nom
Meaty of sessile stomp, stack
pawls wed eerie bores.
753-1261 Anytime
TASTEFUL TRI-LEVEL
In Lovely Gatesboro - Wall-to-wall
Spaciousness is one of the many desirable
features of this 4 or 5 bedroom, 21/2 bath b. v.
home. Large living room, dining area, roomy kit-
chen with dishwasher, range, quality cabinets. -
Economical central gas heat, central electric
air. This beauty is vacant. So begin the New
Year in this lovely home. In 50's.
BOYD-MAJORS
105 N 12th Street
p SIONAl OFFICE WIrN THE FRIENDlY TOUCH
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Tastelhd setting for a
tasteful restaurant or
make your grand en-
trance down winding
staircase in your own
hbme. Near downtown. .







A SLICE OF NICE -
Extra sharp 4 bedroom
home recentla listed on





winter days _ ahead,
immaculate' land-
scaping, attached
garage, cozy den, and
step-saving kitchen.
This is an excellent buy
in the low 40's. If you
want to make the family
happy in '78, make your
appointment now to see
this fine home. Phone
753-1222, KOPPERUD
REALTY.
WANNA FIX ONE UP?
Do it yourselt of have it
done and you'll have a
bargain. The corner lot
Is valued at the entire
asking price $7,000.00.
The house has 
bedrooms and 1 bath.













area. Two -car garage
and energy efficient
heat pump. Priced ter
sell, lower 40's. Call 753-
3903.
TWO BEDROOM




bedrooms, 11/2 baths, all
carpet, drapes, central
heat and air, large lot,
fenced backyard, many
extras. 2 miles from
Murray off 121S. $37,000.
753-9732 or 762-6970.
48 Automotive Service
HOLLEY 750 dual line
carburetor, factory hi-
rise intake, Mallory dual
point distributor and
Hooker headers for
small block Chevy. Call
759-1233. -





Call 759-1999 after 5 p.
m. call 753-4571.
1977 FORD PINTO, 8,000
miles. Clean and in
excellent condition.
$3800. Call 436-2279.


















steering, power brakes. CC) 1971 United Feature Syndicate Inc
Rear Window defroster.
Radial tires. 81550. 1967 11-00k5 VARL11.1G, OUR VER•( F TR'S-T.
Chevrolet pickup V-8JOINT 'INCOME TAX FORM CAME
automatic $500. Call 75.V.
2893 afte1-4-1--x -1E---------- • 7.0.214- 'I --
50 Campers49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 AMBASSADOR 1975 WINNEBAGO 25'
Brougham wagon- 9 1965 FORD 390, straight
Indian. All extras. 14,000
passenger. Full power ancHthift whit.   miles. Like new: Call
and air. 
Excellent-. . 
-7ti es7 ih7;rwVeli , - -753-4389.
condition. $1695.-Call-- --base. Needs wow 8400.-
436-5353. . Cali 753-1187.
1971 CHEVY 4 wheel
drive 34 ton. Automatic
transmission. 92295. Call
436-5353.
1965 CHEVY four door
Impala. $175 or best
offer. See at Hales
Trailer Ct.
1969 PLYMOUTH Sports 1975 DATSUN pickup.
Fury. Can be seen at Long bed. Perfect 
1971 VOLKSWAGEN,
Grog-ass Trailer -Ct.,- condition. Call 436-2260. 
extra nice. Call 436-2400.
trather No. 34 94 Er S
1974 CHEVROLET Monte
Carlo Landau. Bought
• locally. Blue with white-
_ ARA ISIL50,0110 actual
miles. Ne* tires. See or







base, 10" spoke wheels




A rare opportunity to purchase that country
estate you've always dreamed of owning. This
colonial 4 bedroom home on 100 rolling acres was
completely renovated 3 years ago and has lovely
brick fireplace in large kitchen/den, 2 baths and
lots of space throughout. Acreage is all fenced,
good tobacco barn, stock barn, stable and other
outbuildings. Delay may mean disappointment,
see this unusual offer today!
A SIXTH SENSE?
Yes, a sense of pride in owning this inviting home
on Murray's West Side. Four bedrooms, central
gas heat, attached garage, step-saving kitchen,
beautifully landscaped yard with private
backyard, wooden fence, patio and gas grill. All
this at a realistic price-low 40's. Phone us for
more information.
1970 LINCOLN-Oen-
tinental for sale or mill




van. 350 CID engine.
Front and rear -air
condition. Excellent
condition. Call 7534308.
TWO 1962 Olds:mobiles for
sale. Cheap. Call 753-
5352.





Call 753-6441 after 5 p.
m.
37,000 original miles.
Eight track tape. Bucket
scats. Red inside and
out. . Very sharp. $2200
firm. Serious inquii•es
prase. Call 759-1791;-




septic tank work. Field •
Ille lines Installed,;720-










-condition. All power, low
mileage, extra nice. Call
1968 FORD GALAXIE,--
automatic.,_ power
steering, 302 V4 motor._
Good gas mileage.
Ashley_ woad
without jacket. Call 436-
IX) YOU need stumps -
°loam removed from your yard
or land cleared 01
_ stumps? We can remove
-stumps up to 24"
...beneath ground. Leaven
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
--Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
-t1ttstEii Etrc-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor



















struetion Co., Route 2,
ckox 409 A. Paducah, Ky.










QUALITY soma  
Company Inc. Air con









roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5p.
m. or weekend.
R1KSENVAC
No anew ' 'do- it- y oars "
method dawns carpets as,..
EASILY -
38 pound portable power-
house does an the work
IFFECTTIMT-
cleans, rinses and vacuuns
out deep down dirt and




a fraction of the cost
(YOU SAVE UP TO
1016.00 PER ROOM)
FOR REAL ESTATE IN 78
See The Friendly Folks At Kopperud Realt
ALL AMERICAN BEAUTY
ressive and spacious 4 bedroom, 21/2 bath
home in Gatesborough Subdivision. Almost 3,000
square feet of comfortable, well designed living
area in this 2-story brick home. Central natural
gas heat, lovely fireplace, formal dining room,
private patio with gas grill and we could go on
and on! Why not take a look at this quality home-
it may be just what you've been looking for.
PROUD OVERSEER
Executive home situated on 4 lovely acres, 4
miles west of Murray near Southwest Elemen-
tary School. Home features 4 bedrooms, 21/2
baths, family room with fireplace, formal dining
room, fenced backyard, outside storage building
and much, much more. This Is one of the finest
homes on today's market. Phone us today for an
appointment to see this exceptional home.
PRIVACY IS PRICELESS
Fireplace adds cozy note in this newly listed 3
bedroom home located 6 miles West of Murray in
scenic, quiet location. Home has central heat and
air, attached 2-car garage plus additional
separate garage ideal for storage or workshop.





1ir 1-362-4895. • -
D AND J Contractors.
Remodeling, repairs,
roofing, siding. The
smallest to the most
complete job. Call 437
4338.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe woilc
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 7534669 or
.A36-5348. _
111-Searr
now Call Doug Taylor -
at 753-2910 for free
estimates for your
TRICIAN prompt ef- seeds.
ficient service. No job  
rovit-- BNIV4(1,7INTERION:








WILL. HAUL ANY type of
white rock, rip rap, and




lots. Call Roger Hols0a.
753-6763 • -
JACKSON PURCHASE -
Insulation of Murray. -
announces its opening
by saving you money.
Call 759-1820.
GU A LIMN- 'TEA
will dandent• tutoring
for js 14
end High School English.




53 Feed And Seed
------ CLOVER HAY, $1.50
baled. 10 minimum. Call
753-8048 before 8 p. m.
Oyes Weekdays




209 Wain& Street _
Call this number alter 500 to assure prompt "micelles, 4053-
_ 3685 ,
This home has everything for comfortable, con-
venient family living. Many outstanding features
Including heat pump, large and lovely fireplace
in den, spacious 2 car garage, 3 bedrooms, 21/2
baths, tastefully decorated throughout. We feel
this is the best home in the mid 50's on today's
market. Let us tell you more about it!
GET INTO SOMETHING COMFORTABLE
Like this neat three bedroom home Just waiting
for your family. Not much to do here as it is in
tip-top condition and priced to sell. Located nor-
thwest of Murray and just recently listed. Don't
miss seeing this home before you buy. 30's.
Ca.
flawed oraf•roagy‘ * to 12 x N. AIN ben; styla, offices, cottages,.
mobile some •d-eis, ei,dpatios, of 14111111, are-ew woe.** red* •
to assemble up to VI x 60 Buy nwl kilt* _ _ .
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
EXPANSIVE-NOT EXPENSIVE
Let us show You hoyrlo save money and have
FREE RENT too! Good home at an affordable
price, features 3 bedrooms, central heat, den
with Franklin Fireplace -and solid wood
paneling, modentkitcheri, backyard patio, brick
Bar-I3-Q, modern workshop and quiet country
living only 2 miles from city limits. Act quick on
this genuine bargain. Low 30's.
January Sales already indicate a very active year in the Real Estate Market. Let us assist You in selling your home and/or locating






Extremely well-built home on quiet street near
the university. This 3 bedroom, 2 bath quality
home features central heat and air, large rooms,
spacious 2 car garage, abundant storage areas,
_beautiful decor and landscaping. Owner wants
fast sale-so phone us today, priced in low 40's.
• A LOT FOR A LITTLE
Just listed this extremely neat and attractive 2
bedroom brick home in Lynn Grove. Recently
redecorated home on large lot and located only 6
miles from Murray. Priced to sell fast, under
$20,000. _Don't let UM one get away. Phone us
today.
George Gallagher - 753-8129
Harry Patterstvr‘ 4924302
Geri Andersen - 753-7932
Bill Rayburn -153-4474
Bill Koppervd - 753-1222.
V "
•
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1 Deaths and funerals 1
Final Rites Friday
Weisenberger introdu. ces Bill
Services TodaFcir To Rescind. ERA Ratification
* For Murray Woman Mrs. Emerson
Final rites for Mrs. George
(Minnie Mauzy of 207
Poplar Street, Murray t will be
held Friday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
with Bro. 0. D. McKendree
and Bro. Max Anderson of-
ficiating. Interment will
follow in the Maple Springs
cetery ir.,?_481'31141 cPuqtY.
_friends _nay -call at _the_
funeraLhomg , 17_
Mrs. Mauzy, age 64, died
Tuesday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was a•-member of the
Church of Christ.
She is survived by her
husband, George Mauzy; two
daughters, Mrs. lime Griffin,
.Knightstown, ,Ips1., and Mrs. •
Harold. Garner, Murray; ,fetir
sons, Cirt Collins and Ruben
Mauzy, Murray, George
Collins, West Frankfort, Ill.,
and Ernest 'Collins, Benton
Route Eight; six sisters, two -
brothers, twenty-five grand-




Services foq Ocus E.
Lawrence of Kirksey Route
- Om are being held today- at
one p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Horace
Duke officiating.
Bro. -Joel Smith is singing a
solo,and th-_"hoit__oLi 
Locust „prove Chureh of the
Nazarene, where he was a
member, is singing with Carl




Finney, Charles Smith, Jackie
Law' mice, Ronnie Fortner,'
.and Harold Lawrence. Bryan
Staples, Robert Towery, and
Twyman Edwards are
honorary pallbearers. Burial
will follow in the Kirksey
Cemetery.
Mr. Lawrence, age 83, died
Tuesday at 10:20 p.m. at his
home. He is a retired farmer
and a veteran of World War I.
Two sons, Gerald Lawrence
and Jessie Brooks Lawrence,
preceded him in death.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Lottie Lucille Stub-
blefield Lawrence; one
daughter, Mrs. Rollie Henson,
Kirksey; two sons, William,
Kirksey Route One rand Eldon
David, Ferguson, Mo.; two
sisters, half sister, eleven
grandphildren, and six great
grandchildren.
Mrs. Wall Dies In
California; Rites
Planned Friday
The funeral for Mrs. Margie
Lancaster Beale Emerson of
102 South 12th Street, ?dimity,
was held this morning at 10:30
at the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
Bro. Henry Hargis officiating.
Jerry Bolls led the song
service by singers from the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ, where she was .a
member;_
Pallbearer-S. were Nicky
Ryan, Bruce Walker, Charles
Robinson, Charlie Gibbs, Dale
Woodall, and Pearly McClure.
Burial was in-the Murrii-City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Emerson, age 46, died
suddenly Tuesday at 1:50 p.m.
at her home... ,
§411ea AS survived - by her
hus nd, Clifton B. Emerson;
her mother, Mrs. Gatcie B.
Lancaster; two sons, Charles
and Joe Carl Beale, one
brother, Joe B. Lancaster, and
two grandchildren, William




The final rites for Mrs.
.Mary. Rowland of'Murray will
be held Friday at eleven a.m.
at the chapel of the Rutledge
Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. The wake will be-
held tonight (Thursday) from
seven eight p.m.
Mrs. Rowland, age 56, died
Tuesday morning at her
home. •
Word has been received of
the death Monday in Nor-
thridge, Calif., of Mrs.
Melville B. (Martine) Wall.
Mrs. Wall, who was related
by marriage to several
Murrayans and who visited
here often, died at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Chuck
(June) Roessle.
She is survived by two other
daughters, Mrs. Bob Hunun,
Fort Wayne, Ind., and Mrs. Ed
Shavitz, Arlington Heights, Ill.
Her husband, Melville B.
Wall, died in June 1956 and
was a brother Of Mrs. T. (Fay
Wall) Slerld, Mrs. Clifford (B
Wall) Melugin, and 0. S. Wall,
all of Murray. Mrs. - Helen
Shipley Wall, also of Murray,
is another sister-in-law.
The funeral will' be held
Friday at the Fredericks






The funeral ..tor Crellis
Edwards of Kirksey Route
One is being held today at two/
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill-Funeral Home with
the Rev. Doc Lawrace of-
ficiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
William Edwards, Dan Brock
Edwards, and Glen David
Edwards,8ll nephews, Chloris
Haley, Jeff Haley, and Rufus
Rule. Burial will follow in the
Mt. Zion Cemetery.
Mr. Edwards, age 73, died
Tuesday at 2:20 p.m. at his
home. He was a member of
the United Methodist Church
_andanArmy_vete,ran of World
War II.
He-is, survived by his wife,
Mrs. Georgia White Edwards,
Kirksey Route One; one
brother, K. Edwards,
Kirksey; fOiir nephews,
James V. Edwards, Sedalia,
Mo., and the three serving as
pallbearers.
Kenneth 0. Intim, age 59,
died Monday in St. Louis, Mo.,
where he was residing. He was
a native of Graves County.
Mr. Ii-van is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Martha Irvan; one
brother, Basil Ii-van, Far-
mington Route One; three
sisters, Mrs. Sylvia Orr, St.
Louis, Mo., Mrs. Claudette
Patterson, Robertsville, Mo.,
and Mrs. Sue Pittman,
dreenstovrn, ind.
The, funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Byrn Funeral Home .of
Mayfield,, with Bro. Kenneth
_
. By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)-
An attempt to rescind Ken-
tucky's 1972 ratification of the
Equal Rights Amendment was
cutoff in 1976 in the state
Senate after easily passing the
House.




PADUCAH - A Paducah
man is in the Paducah city jail
awaiting a Jan. 20 hearing on
-connection with the !teeth of
an infant at a city hospital.
Authorities arrested the
man, Gary Mitchell, 31, of the
900 block of Madison Street
about 4:30 p.m. Wednesday at




torney, said Mitchell is
arrested on "probfibly cause"
in connection with the Dec. 18
death of Michael Shane
Humphrey. The arrest came
in the middle of a grand jury
investigation relating to the
child's death, according to
reports.- -
The child was admitted to
Western Baptist Hospital on
Dec. 15 for treatment of head
and Other injuries and died on
Dec 18 - —




-A-- five-year battle lletween
state air pollution authorities
and a western Kentucky firm
has officially endEd.
The Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection said ,Wednesday
that Airco Alloys of Calvert
City, Ky., has agreed to pay
the state a 03,000 civil penalty
and to finish measures that
Will end certain emissions
from- the alloy-producing
plant.
State air pollution officials
said the firm has spent up to
$20 million in the past five
years to end certain pollutant
emissions.
.S,tate To Buy Bridge
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP )-
The bridge over Tug Fork be-
tween the Warfield-Lovely
section of Martin County and
Kermit, W. Va., will be pur-
chased by the, state and freed




',Bob Allen, principal of East
Calloway Elementary School,
has released the honor rolls
for the six weeks perkad and
also for the first semester as
follows:
SIX WEEKS
Sixth grade - Lisa Allen,
Bill Chaney, Lisa Chaney, Jill
Childress, -Wayne Dunn, Jay
Herndon, Amy McCage, Eiy
Jarrett, Angela Marshall, and
Daysha Smith.
Seventh grade - Perry
Cooper, Ronnie Bryan, Jeff
Garrison, Nancy Miller, Lisa
Maddox, Rick Wagoner,
Teresa Ragsdale, Karen
Roach, Cars Price, and Dale
Torsak.
Eighth grade - Randy
Dawson, Marie Brantley,
Carla Barnett, Rhanda Key,




Overby, and Jay Young.
SEMESTER
Sixth grade - Lisa Allen,
Bill Chaney, Lisa Chaney, Jill
Childress, Wayne Dunn, Jay
Herdon, Beth Hooks, Evy
Jarrett, Gerald McCuiston,
Lynn Prescott, and Dayalla
Smith.
Seeenth grade - Perry
Cooper, Ronnie Bryan, Jeff
Garrison, Vincent
-amendment -to the
Constitution have not given
up, but this time ..they have
-decided... to, meet their
resistance at the start.
A joint resolution calling for
rescission of the state's ERA
approval was introduced
Wednesday in the Senate.
"It was bottlenecked last
time in the Senate, and heel it
is better for all of the Legisla-
ture to start where the trouble
spot is," said Sen. Richard
- Weisenberser; • D-Pdayffeld,
the sponsor of the resotntIOn.
Weisenberger said debate
on ERA would take up un-
necessary time in the House if
it cannot pass the Senate, so
"we wilt-work backard this--
tune."
The western Kentucky law-
maker admitted that the
measurechas little-chance of
getting out of the. Senate
Elections and Constitutional
Nancy Miller, Lisa Maddox,
Hope Morgan, Rick Wagoner,
Teresa Ragsdale, Karen
Roach, Can Price, and Dale
Torsak.
Eighth grade - Randy
Dawson, Marie Brantley,
Carla Barnett, Rhanda Key,
Ricky Houston, Dewayne Hill,
Ladona Overby, Jay Young,





Federal 'State Market News Service
'January 12. 1078
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts : Act. 153 Est. 0 Barrows & Gilts
.50-.75 lower Sows steady- 1.00 lower
US 1-2 2004301te.... $44_25-44.50 few 44.75
US 14 200-240 lbs. $44.00-4425
US 2-4 240-2110 lbs. $43.0044.00
US 3-4210.210 lb.. $42.0043.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $34.0045.00
US 1-3 300-500 lbs. 04.
US 1-3 450-500 lbs. . . $35.
US 1-3 500450 lb. 136.00-37.00




Planned On Jan. 20
The special screening clinic
for hypertension (high blood
pressure) Scheduled for
Friday, Jan. 13, at the
calloway Colinty Health
LAKE DATA - Center has -been postponed
Kentucky-tate, 7 a.m. 355.8, 'until Friday, Jim 20.
up 0.6. Hours of the clinic will be
Hoover of Murray' officiating. Belo* dam 315.1, UrT.T.-- from 8:00 a.m. to 4 :30.p.M. at
Burial wif follow .in the ----R9rider La. ke., s.m. th,_,! Health Center, located at
-14010KW1111•17*-t*Olif "It- •garri -323. }.6. 'Streets, urritir. • - •
• Attitra. 3evetitl!OL
Amendments • CommiStee;
'which is- stacked 5-2 against
rekission. ,
He said the issue vein agiiin
be brought to the floor of the
Senate through a dbicharge
petition-a move to take a bill
away -from a recalcitrant
committee.
A sniffler move in lit WM
defeated 24-14. While Welsen,
berger said he thinks the anti-
ERA forces have picked vp
additional- votek, 'he Is not
willing to-prodict-an-outoome...
••I feel weiral-gel More-than
14 votes this time, but I don't
know if we can get 20,"
Weisenberger said. It would
take 20 votes in the 38-member
Senate to pull - the measure
from committee.
• Our chances are-better this
time, but I have not taken 'a
head • count,"- Weisenberger
said.
U. Goy. Thelma Stovall, the
mesiding-offteer et the Semite
and a strong .ERA bqcker, said
she will again resist any at-
tempt to rescirid the ratifica-
tion.
• "We have spent 'six years
foolihg .with this," Mrs.
Stovall said. "We have so
many other important things
to do. Hopefully, we will not
have another big fight"
• Weisenberger said he had
reCeived a petition supporting
rescission that contained 5,000
signiitures andadded-thatan„
rally -is scheduled
for Frankfort next Wed-
nesday. •
Weisenberger said it would
be at least a month before the
issue is brought to a head.
"We want to give both sides
a month or so to rally their
-forces," he' laid. 'Vie don't
feel you should pop something
like this in the hopper and act
on it in a day or so.
ask Only $1.57)
k'-'-" farr plant wuar
ihe frupful Irlaniquare Mau
—
21111 EA/aim-753-1311
Money back direct from RCA
One of our greatest sales ever—designed to introduce -
you to RCA's most energy-efficient color TV's ever. Just buy
one of the qualifying models, fill out the money-back coupon and
send it to RCA with Your sales receipt. You'll gets check direct from RCA.
LIMITED TIME ONLY!
Save up to $75, and save energy too.
To ntroduce you to RCA's most energy-efficient
televisions ever, we're having one of our biggest
promotions ever: RCA's Double Savings Sale.
Save energy with RCA's Xtendedlife chassis.
Desired to perform better and last longer:these
chassis also use up to a third less energy than
Previous 19" or 25" diagonal RCA chassis.
C
Vr•
And save dollars during our Double Savings Sale.
From $20 on a 19" diagonal Xt-100 to $75 on a
25" diagonal ColorTrak.E.ven remote control
ColorTrak models are included.
Ask about specific money-back amounts and
model numbers.
RCA is making television better and better.
1  -17jlimiallimium...,
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
aloe,
aa•
tr
•
4
